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Preface
Coffee: the favorite drink of the civilized world.
-Thomas Jefferson
Blending coffee or kahve the favorite drink of the civilized world with the mead of
poetry or (mead of Suttungr) a metaphoric beverage that whoever drinks becomes a skald or
scholar or poet- was really a heady task but my heart was in it and lo it happened like a
childhood dream realized.
The carpet green emerald leaves, the alluring white jasmine flowers, the enticing green
red berries, the over powering aroma flavors welcome one into the CoffeEden garden fold.
Like flying fish one can swim in that sea of fragrance and write dream poetry. Both drinks are
complimentary to each other and a lot of prose and poetry shall ride on butterflies and
dragonflies in that mystic land.
‘Therefore is a word the poet must know’- says Andre Gide. Therefore –‘I lifted the
veil from the hidden beauty of the coffee world to make familiar coffee subjects be as if they
were not familiar’- in various poetic forms.
Around fifty forms of poetry -from simple acrostic, anagrams to closed forms of
Pantoum, Sestina and Villanelle - are used to shape this unique book on coffee. To all the
coffee lovers this book is dedicated. Have a nice coffee day!
Even bad coffee is better than no coffee at all. -David Lynch

- Dr. Lanka Shiva Rama Prasad
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A perfect cup of Coffee
Black as the Devil,
Hot and cold as Hell,
Pure as a pristine Angel,
Sweet as serene love spell…

-Charles Maurice de Talleyrand
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?

WHAT’S IN A NAME?

Coffee, Koffie, Kahve, Qahwah, Kopi is thy name,
It may be wine, power, energy, or a place of fame,
By suppressing hunger and keeping one in alert frame,
Coffee took the world by storm to become the morning flame.

Albert Einstein’s Theory of Relativity

2

E= MC

(Energy= Man x Coffee2)
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Well, here is your cup of poison!

Coffee

Combustor of internal and external evil affairs,
Offering the fragrance of sweet and bitter fires,
Freeing the caged soul from the freezing mires,
Fun and frolic packaged in many passionate fairs,
Elation and energy to push one to dreamy upstairs,
Every sip empowering the people with gossip airs.
O Coffee! The poison and panacea of kids and sires!

( -‘Every time I drink coffee- and I save a day just for that magical, retrospective experience, I use that
day to rethink every dumbass decision I have ever made to end up with feeling like fireworks are
doing the conga to-‘ thamma thamma dede ‘ in my fucking insides.-‘ Apoorva Lanka)
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1. KAFFEEKLATSCH - BALLAD
Do you hear the soft swaying of angel’s wings to begin with?
Did you notice the grating noise of Satan’s slings to end myth?
In one sulfur fuming corner of a dark and light shady labyrinth,
He was wearing a spell to further down the man with absinth,
His forked feet were tapping the earth to measure the plinth,
His snaky hiss shook the tree of knowledge in its entire length.
Do you hear the soft swaying of angel’s wings to begin with?
Did you notice the grating noise of Satan’s slings to end myth?
In that jasmine smelling corner of a light and dark labyrinth,
He was weaving mercy and love to abstain man from absinth,
His divine feet were mapping earth to measure the pain plinth,
His angelic kiss revived the tree of life in entire human length.
Do you hear the soft swaying of angel’s wings to begin with?
Did you notice the grating noise of Satan’s slings to end myth?
In the land of Ethiopia they both found this green leafy labyrinth,
It was the first time Satan and Angel, disagreeing about absinth,
Their feet were mopping the human blood-tears wet earth plinth,
Their inherent miss and bless tactics to brew a concoction at length.
Do you hear the soft swaying of angel’s wings to begin with?
Did you notice the grating noise of Satan’s slings to end myth?

(Kaffeeklatsch -: an informal gathering over coffee cups to chat or gossip)
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2. THE HUNTERS OF SOULS - BALLAD
These beans are my implements out of hell fire- Argued the Devil,
These beans are blessings from Heaven Sire- Retorted the Angel!
Behind the sheep the beautiful red angel was standing,
He looked at the evergreen shrubs with emerald clothing,
Blooming smiles in fragrant white axillary cluster string,
The green berries transforming into red cherries in spring.
These beans are my implements out of hell fire- Argued the Devil,
These beans are blessings from Heaven Sire- Retorted the Angel!
Behind the goat the wicked blue angel was under- standing,
He looked at the alluring shrubs with addictive quality clothing,
Looming miles in incandescent vapors of strong lust sting string,
The greedy eyes like berries burning in fires to become hot spring.
These beans are my implements out of hell fire- Argued the Devil,
These beans are blessings from Heaven Sire- Retorted the Angel!
They both brought cauldrons to brew a concoction out-standing,
They looked at the charming shrubs with green and red clothing,
The angel added love and sweet to cherries for the saved string,
The Devil mixed hate and bitter to berries for the damned spring.
These beans are my implements out of hell fire- Argued the Devil,
These beans are blessings from Heaven Sire- Retorted the Angel!

(A ballad is a form of verse, often a narrative set to music. Ballads derive from the medieval French chanson balladée or ballade,
which were originally “dance songs.. Ballads are often 13 lines with an ABABBCBC form, consisting of couplets (two lines) of
rhymed verse, each of 14 syllables. Another common form is ABAB or ABCB repeated, in alternating 8 and 6 syllable lines.)
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3. THEY NEEDED A STORY - EPIC
So the Goat Lord found a goatherd for his brew promotion,
He guided the bearded goats to the hunger valley of emotion,
The goats that relished the berries were in joy jumping motion,
Kaldi the goatherd found his goats in a weird and odd commotion.
There the angel of lambs found a monk in relative confusion,
His untimely sleep spells hindered prayer time gospel fusion,
The goatherd gloated about the berries he also ate with inquisition,
The monk tasted a few bitter ones, threw them into fire in revulsion
The aroma from the burnt beans soon filled the church in question,
All the monks found themselves in a state of alert, euphoric station,
The logical minds noticed the import of these wild berries position,
Devil and angel both smiled in different ways and exited in exultation
(An epic poem is a lengthy narrative poem, ordinarily involving a time beyond living memory in which occurred the extraordinary
doings of the extraordinary men and women who, in dealings with the gods or other superhuman forces, gave shape to the
mortal universe for their descendants, the poet and his audience, to understand themselves as a people or nation.
Another type of epic poetry is epyllion (plural: epyllia), is a brief narrative poem with
a romantic or mythological theme. The term, which means “little epic,” came into use in the nineteenth century.)
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4. THE MIRACLE DRUG OF MOCHA - EPIC
O Sheikh Ghothul Akbar Nooruddin Abu al-Hasan al-Shadhili Sufi,
Did you observe the birds relishing red cherries as precious toffee?
And making din all night with vigor and vitality with feverish chill!
Gobbling a few berries what goose bumps you had in that new thrill?
O Omar! The loyal disciple of our reverend sheikh al-Shadhili Sufi,
Your exile into a desert cave near Ousab from Mocha was a neo sophy,
Preparing a new concoction from those berries was a song and trill,
From Sufi monasteries of Yemen Kaffi reached Mecca and Cairo in a whirl.
From Middle East to India, Persia, Turkey, Africa, Europe and America,
It was a great odyssey for a humble shrub to invade the world in replica,
Often dubbed as forbidden fruit by religious heads of Church and Mecca,
Kaffi from the land of Kaffa of Ethiopia became a household name like Erica

(The English word epic comes from the Latin epicus, which itself comes from the Ancient Greek adjective-(epikos),
from (epos) ”word, story, poem.”)
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5. COFFEE - CONCRETE

(Concrete poetry is an arrangement of linguistic elements in which the typographical effect is more important
in conveying meaning than verbal significance. It is sometimes referred to as visual poetry)
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6. MY MOTHER’S COFFEE MUG
The porcelain mug so worn, lying silent in the ledge,
So lonely, so pale, so empty hanging to recall edge,
The mistress left her in a hurry to meet her maker,
The emptiness is full to the brim without her caretaker.
The porcelain mug is awake, still, on Memory Bridge

(George Crabbe -24 December 1754 – 3 February 1832) was an English poet, surgeon and clergyman. He is best known for his
early use of the realistic narrative form and his descriptions of middle and working-class life and people. Lord Byron described
him as “nature’s sternest painter, yet the best.” Crabbe’s poetry was predominantly in the form of heroic couplets, and
has been described as unsentimental in its depiction of provincial life and society. This poem is on the lines of
George Crabbe’s- His Mother’s Wedding Ring)
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7. AND WHEN COFFEE SPEAKS
And when coffee speaks, the voice of all the lovers,
Make heaven drowsy with the fragrance of flowers;
And when coffee spills, the noise of all the connivers,
Make hell crazy with the fumes of sulfur showers;

(And When Love speaks- written by William Shakespeare in Love’s Labor’s Lost- is one of William Shakespeare’s early comedies,
believed to have been written in the mid-1590s for a performance at the Inns of Court before Queen Elizabeth I. It follows the
King of Navarre and his three companions as they attempt to swear off the company of women for three years in order to focus
on study and fasting. Their subsequent infatuation with the Princess of France and her ladies makes them forsworn. In an
untraditional ending for a comedy, the play closes with the death of the Princess’s father, and all weddings are
delayed for a year. The play draws on themes of masculine love and desire, reckoning and rationalization, and
reality versus fantasy.)
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8. AVON COFFEE
A cup of coffee and a puff of smoke
And imagination with divine inspiration
Painter’s brush, sculptor’s chisel and poet’s pen
Go conquer and conjure infinity and void
Then out of blue appears a new word or world order

(William Shakespeare (bapt. 26 April 1564 – 23 April 1616) was an English playwright, poet, and actor, widely regarded as the
greatest writer in the English language and the world’s greatest dramatist. He is often called England’s national poet and the
“Bard of Avon” (or simply “the Bard”). –
Before that, the mind sprang to the name ‘Robert Burns‘, the Scottish poet. The Scots, proud of their national poet,
would still argue that point as to who ‘The Bard’ actually is!)
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9. YOU SINGED MY LIPS
You singed, you sparked and I loved,
By every sip and slip- you ravished;
Another beverage I would kiss no more,
Nor hope I- what I hopped before;
But let not this noxious hiss be vain,
Receive, receive me once again!
You singed, you sparked and I loved,
By every sip and slip- you ravished;

(You smiled’- wrote- Walter Savage Landor (30 January 1775 – 17 September 1864) was an English writer, poet, and activist. His
best known works were the prose Imaginary Conversations, and the poem Rose Aylmer, but the critical acclaim he received from
contemporary poets and reviewers was not matched by public popularity. As remarkable as his work was, it was equalled
by his rumbustious character and lively temperament. Both his writing and political activism, such as his support
for Lajos Kossuth and Giuseppe Garibaldi, were imbued with his passion for liberal and republican causes.)
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10. AFFAIR & SPICE
Some say the beans will end in fire,
Some say in civet’s belly berry desire
For what I have tasted of brown affair
I hold with those who favor live wire;
But if it had to be chilled with ice,
I think I know enough of spice,
To say that for Amor price
It is grand and a divine vice.

(Robert Lee Frost (March 26, 1874 – January 29, 1963) was an American poet. His work was initially published in England before it was
published in the United States. Known for his realistic depictions of rural life and his command of American colloquial speech, Frost
frequently wrote about settings from rural life in New England in the early 20th century, using them to examine complex social and
philosophical themes. Frost was honored frequently during his lifetime and is the only poet to receive four Pulitzer Prizes for
Poetry. He became one of America’s rare “public literary figures, almost an artistic institution.” He was awarded
the Congressional Gold Medal in 1960 for his poetic works. On July 22, 1961, Frost was named poet
laureate of Vermont.)
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11. FRENCH PRESS & SPANISH HUG
A kiss with the tongue slow and passionate,
The first base as baiser Florentine innate,
The cup in my hand on a saucer and spoon,
Buzzing through the sun and the moon;
Way across the land she smiles like carajillo,
Rum! I said with courage and moved like willow;
She whipped a streak of cream with anisette maze,
And boiled my mug in flames of falsetto blaze

(In 1913 the poet Apollinaire wrote about the bitter flavour of love’s kisses: Amour vos baisers florentins; Avaient une saveur amère;
Qui a rebuté nos destins;- Translated as: Love, your Florentine kisses/ Left a bitter taste/ Which has undermined our fates. In fact in
olden days the French called a French Kiss a “baiser Florentine” – a Florentine Kiss – perhaps French soldiers came up with it after
visiting Florence and meeting passionate Italians! There are several other new words to appear in Le Petit Robert this year: Bombasse
– which means “Hottie” or sexy lady; Keke – someone who is evil and boasts about it; Choupinet – someone who is cute)
(A carajillo is a hot coffee drink to which a hard liquor is added. It is typical of Spain and several Latin American countries,
such as Colombia, where it is usually made with brandy, Cuba, where it is usually made with rum, and some areas
of Mexico, where it is typical to use Licor 43, mezcal or a coffee liqueur type Kahlúa or Tía María.)
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12. FOUR DEGREES OF SWEETNESS
In the cezve or ibrik me with sugar and water
Dance to the boil me the turk kahvesi powder
Like the flogged horse with mouth full of froth,
Two more fire hugs heated to the fine broth;
In a kahve finjani served as sade virgin with no sugar,
Or az , orta, cok sekerli, pampered with sugar vigor,
With cardamom, mastic, salep or ambergris right,
Turkish coffee is like lightning with Turkish delight

(Turkish coffee (Turkish: Türk kahvesi) is a style of coffee prepared using very finely ground coffee beans without filtering. First
appearing in the Ottoman Empire, under the strictest interpretations of the Quran the strong coffee was considered a drug and its
consumption was forbidden. Due to the immense popularity of the beverage, the sultan eventually lifted this prohibition. Turkish
coffee culture had reached Britain and France by the mid to late 17th century. The first coffee house in Britain was opened by
a Turkish Jew in the mid 17th century. In the 1680s, the Turkish ambassador to France reportedly threw lavish parties
for the city’s elite where African slaves served coffee to guests in porcelain finjans on gold or silver saucers.)
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13. FOR SO WORK THE COFFEE BEANS
For so work the coffee beans without bars
Vigorously that by a rule in qahveh khaneh;
The story teller- meddah raises his voice soprano
In Schools of wisdom of life’s chess or backgammon;
The founders of coffee houses in Constantinople
Hakam from Aleppo, Shama from Damascus
Life was not same from that day onwards to the people
The Penny universities are they for the thinkers to discuss;
Ministers, merchants, magistrates, soldiers, and commoners,
Which spoils they with merry march bring home the café honors!

(Meddah is the name given to a traditional Turkish story teller, who played in front of a small group of viewers, such as
a coffeehouse audience. This form of performance was especially popular in the Ottoman Empire from the 16th century onwards.
The play was generally about a single topic, the meddah playing different characters, and was usually introduced by drawing
attention to the moral contained in the story. The meddah would use props such as an umbrella, a handkerchief, or different
headwear, to signal a change of character, and was skilled at manipulating his voice and imitating different dialects.
There was no time limitation on the shows; a good meddah had the skill to adjust the story depending on interaction
with the audience.)
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14. PENNY UNIVERSITIES
Come! Have a cup of coffee for the price of a penny,
A pound of flashy news across the day warm and sunny,
The Age of Enlightenment dawned in Oxford coffee house
Runners shuttled to break the news like cat and mouse
Ale houses and taverns went pale with plebes and roues
As Coffeehouses and cafes grew scale with Virtuosi and wits;
With Temple Bar, Turk’s Head and many houses in London rows,
Londoners even defied Plague and Great Fire of London spits.
These penny universities were the cities of wisdom cream
With sweet and sour biscuits they ran in perpetual stream

(English coffeehouses in the 17th and 18th centuries were public social places where men would meet for conversation and
commerce. For the price of a penny, customers purchased a cup of coffee and admission. Travellers introduced coffee as a beverage
to England during the mid-17th century; previously it had been consumed mainly for its supposed medicinal properties.
Coffeehouses also served tea and hot chocolate as well as a light meal. The historian Brian Cowan describes
English coffeehouses as “places where people gathered to drink coffee, learn the news of the day, and perhaps
to meet with other local residents and discuss matters of mutual concern.)
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15. A COFFEEHOUSE IS A NOAH’S ARK
A Coffeehouse is like Noah’s Ark in the deluge of thought flood,
Every kind of creature in every walk of life with democratic blood,
With civility and politeness moved like a tattler or spectator good,
But moles here and there flashed their teeth of bad business brood;
Financial Marketers, insurers, sailors, scribes and printers,
Made penny universities famous for thought sprinters;
Women fought against coffee that ravished their men,
Equality is near the next turn and profligacy lost its acumen.
Amidst of invigorating fumes and strong coffee fragrance
Literary criticism and prose-writing gained high eminence

(Noah’s Ark -is the vessel in the Genesis flood narrative (Genesis chapters 6–9) through which God spares Noah, his family, and
examples of all the world’s animals from a world-engulfing flood. The story in Genesis is repeated, with variations, in the Quran,
where the Ark appears as Safina Nuah (Arabic: “Noah’s boat”). Searches for Noah’s Ark have been made from at least
the time of Eusebius (c. 275–339 CE), and believers in the Ark continue to search for it in modern times.)
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16. COLD BREW
From bush to brown coffee
From bushi to noble samurai
All cold-brew in Japan
Red cherries to roasted beans
Maiko girl to Geisha artiste
Cup & saucer is kimono
Brazil, Nestle, Starbucks
Coffee has western looks
Solitary drink is politeness

(In Japan, iced coffee- aisu kôhî) has been drunk since Taishô period (around the 1920s) in coffeehouses. It is served with gum
syrup and milk. Cold tea was already popular, so it was natural to drink cold coffee. Cold brew coffee is also common in Japan,
where it is known as Dutch coffee, due to the historical Dutch coffee trade from Indonesia. In 1969, UCC Ueshima
Coffee released canned coffee, which made coffee available everywhere. Today, canned liquid coffee is consumed
both cold and hot.)
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17. COFFEE - VILLANELLE
Tasting the coffee offers a fine sobriquet
Between the lip and sip a lot of etiquette
Can disarm a man or woman on wet wicket
It is the heart that directs the mind to look at,
Mind is a civet that ate red berries in the thicket
Tasting the coffee offers a fine sobriquet
Entrance and exit are in philosophical picket
When two tongues speak similar tongue abreast
Can disarm a man or woman on wet wicket
Some sip, some slurp, some drink, some snort,
Some hold the cup to the right lips like fine art
Tasting the coffee offers a fine sobriquet
When two spirits meet again after a time test,
Memories float like froth and love cream best,
Can disarm a man or woman on wet wicket
The sands of time freeze with reality’s protest,
Dreams and coffee percolate in tongue twist,
Tasting the coffee offers a fine sobriquet
Can disarm a man or woman on wet wicket
(A villanelle, also known as villanesque, is a nineteen-line poetic form consisting of five tercets followed by a quatrain.)
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18. A DISSOLVED COFFEE DREAM- VILLANELLE
The shutter opens and the view spilled spring
A captured heart is preserved in a frozen time
The dream dissolved like an autumn cloud ring
The waterfall into the coffeepot was a slow string
Porcelain mug with its brown dust looked sublime
The shutter opens and the view spilled spring
The shutter closes in deep melancholy uprising
From the branches of time a song lost in rhyme
The dream dissolved like an autumn cloud ring
The puckered lips drew tears from vision wing
Fragrant coffee brought memories back in prime
The shutter opens and the view spilled spring
The long wait burnished me in forge burning,
Like an insane nightmare it drove me into crime
The dream dissolved like an autumn cloud ring
In this familiar corner of our rendezvous faring
The sun, moon and stars witnessed us in mime
The shutter opens and the view spilled spring
The dream dissolved like an autumn cloud ring
(A villanelle, also known as villanesque, is a nineteen-line poetic form consisting of five tercets followed by a quatrain. There are
two refrains and two repeating rhymes, with the first and third line of the first tercet repeated alternately at the end of each
subsequent stanza until the last stanza, which includes both repeated lines. The villanelle is an example of a fixed verse
form. The word derives from Latin, then Italian, and is related to the initial subject of the form being the pastoral.)
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19. COFFEE - ROUNDEAUX
Where she pounded my heart bean into powder,
In time Espresso I poured my tears in solitude
There my heart cries in silence louder and louder
Where she walked away on my tender dreams forever;
There I wrote the lost chapter of my attitude,
In a cup of memories I drank my grief chowder,
And I gained back my after drooping altitude
And stirred the sugar cubes of life with spoon wilder,
To stay on the burnt bridge till eternity in quietude,
Where she pounded my heart bean into powder,
And walked away on my tender dreams forever

(A roundel (not to be confused with the rondel) is a form of verse used in English language poetry devised by Algernon Charles
Swinburne (1837–1909). It is the Anglo-Norman form corresponding to the French rondeau. It makes use of refrains, repeated
according to a certain stylized pattern. A roundel consists of nine lines each having the same number of syllables, plus a
refrain after the third line and after the last line. The refrain must be identical with the beginning of the first line: it
may be a half-line, and rhymes with the second line. It has three stanzas and its rhyme scheme is as follows: A
B A R ; B A B ; A B A R ; where R is the refrain.)
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20. COFFEE - RONDEL
Where an angel serves as the barista flair,
The old and young inhale coffee arrival;
There sylphs flutter their wings of approval,
And the spirits dance in the hot bubble lair;
She takes orders of the day with smile fair,
Brings the brown nectar in a cup of revival,
Where an angel serves as the barista flair,
The old and young inhale coffee arrival;
As the coffeehouse distills romantic affair,
Into long standing memories of survival,
In his return journey, a traveler of carnival
Finds not his angel in that bar sapphire
The old and young inhale no coffee arrival;
Where an angel served as the barista flair,
(A rondel is a verse form originating in French lyrical poetry of the 14th century. It was later used in the verse of other languages as well,
such as English and Romanian. It is a variation of the rondeau consisting of two quatrains followed by a quintet (13 lines total) or a sestet (14
lines total). It is not to be confused with the roundel, a similar verse form with repeating refrain.
The first two lines of the first stanza are refrains, repeating as the last two lines of the second stanza and the third stanza.
(Alternately, only the first line is repeated at the end of the final stanza). For instance, if A and B are the refrains, a
rondel will have a rhyme scheme of ABba abAB abbaA(B). The meter is open, but typically has eight syllables.)
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21. COFFEE - TANKAS
Berry red, cherry red but bean brown, in a lot
When roasted and watered hot,
In autumn stream we two leave, to drown in hot spot;
Milky white and coral cliff is her iris slip
When mounted and flattered up
In cup and saucer the ambrosia we two sip
Like cream biscuit she is cute and vulnerable
When conveyed with coffee kiss
In tongue and slip the French hiss we double trouble

(Tanka ( “short poem”) is a genre of classical Japanese poetry and one of the major genres of Japanese literature. Originally, in the
time of the Man’yôshû (latter half of the eighth century AD), the term tanka was used to distinguish “short poems” from the
longer chôka ( “long poems”). In the ninth and tenth centuries, however, notably with the compilation of the Kokinshû, the short
poem became the dominant form of poetry in Japan, and the originally general word waka became the standard name for this
form. Japanese poet and critic Masaoka Shiki revived the term tanka in the early twentieth century for his statement that waka
should be renewed and modernized. Haiku is also a term of his invention, used for his revision of standalone hokku, with
the same idea. Tanka consist of five units (often treated as separate lines when Romanized or translated) usually
with the following pattern of on (often treated as, roughly, the number of syllables per unit or line): 5-7-5-7-7.
; The 5-7-5 is called the kami-no-ku (, “upper phrase”), and the 7-7 is called the shimo-no-ku (, “lower phrase”).
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22. COFFEE - SIJOS
In cold Antarctica if penguins and seals tasted coffee,
The total invasion would have been in noiseless reverse;
Last man! Raise thy hand who escaped becoming penguins’ trophy?
The koala bear one day asked the kangaroo
How come I am lazy and you are crazy?
-‘ Ate a few beans and began hip-hopping, true!’O platypus! Platypus! A bird or a mammal, who are you?
An unique Egg-laying, duck billed, beaver tailed, otter footed I am
Water I drink to swim and red beans I devour to dance in blue!
(Sijo - is a Korean traditional poetic form that emerged in the Goryeo period, flourished during the Joseon Dynasty, and is still
written today. Bucolic, metaphysical and cosmological themes are often explored. The three lines average 14–16 syllables, for a
total of 42–48: theme (3, 4,4,4); elaboration (3,4,4,4); counter-theme (3,5) and completion (4,3) (Three line poems).
Sijo may be narrative or thematic and introduces a situation in line 1, development in line 2, and twist and conclusion in line 3. The
first half of the final line employs a “twist”: a surprise of meaning, sound, or other device. Sijo is often more lyrical and
personal than other East Asian poetic forms, and the final line can take a profound turn. Yet, “The conclusion of sijo is
seldom epigrammatic or witty. A witty close to a sentence would have been foreign to the genius of stylized
Korean diction in the great sijo periods.)
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23. ACROSTIC COFFEE
Carrying the mead of poetry in his eagle’s body
Odin flew away from the keeper Gunnlod lady,
Fearsome Sattungr chased him like wind terrible,
Faster than lightning Odin reached Asgard formidable.
Eagle Odin regurgitated the mead into Aesirs’ silverware
Entered Midgard a few drops for men as Rhymster’s share.
Carrying the mead of poetry in his eagle’s saC
Odin flew away from Gunnlod lady sans much ado
Fearsome Sattungr chased him like windstorm chief,
Faster than lightning Odin reached Asgard in time brief.
Eagle Odin regurgitated the mead into Aesirs’ silverware
Entered Midgard, a few drops of mead, as Rhymster’s share.
(An acrostic is a poem (or other form of writing) in which the first letter (or syllable, or word) of each line (or paragraph, or other
recurring feature in the text) spells out a word, message or the alphabet The word comes from the French acrostiche from
post-classical Latin acrostichis, from Ancient Greek -”highest, topmost” and - “verse”.As a form of constrained writing,
an acrostic can be used as a mnemonic device to aid memory retrieval.)
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24. COFFEE - ALPHABET
Aesirs and Vanirs fought the ancient world war
Bragi the bard sings skaldskparmal in tone ajar
Creation of the poetic mead as the truce by gods
Dutifully both sides spat into a vat of events and odds;
Emerged from that spittle a man named Kvasir
Famous for his knowledge and disposition so fair
Galar and Fjalar became jealous, took him to a lonely spot,
Hacked him and collected his blood in to two vats and a pot.
Infusing Kvasir’s blood with enticing honey they made mead,
Joked with gods that Kvasir, in his own intellect, got suffocated
Kahve, qahwah, koffie, and coffee they named it in later days,
Let anybody who drinks it legitimately develops poetic ways;
Murderous Galar and Fjalar this time killed Gilling a giant one,
Next they drowned the giant’s wife hitting her with a millstone;
O Suttungr! my son! Cried the giant’s wife before drowning,
Picking those assassins by throats Suttungr was ready for killing;
Quickly the dwarves offered the mead as recompense fill,
Returning home, Suttungr stored the mead in Hnitbjorg hill;
Safe keeper was his daughter Gunnlod a giantess of fair weather
Tactical Odin tricked the slaves nine of Baugi the Suttungr’s brother
Under Bolverk’s name he served Baugi after the slaves killed one another,
Viewing Odin as enemy Suttungr refused even a drop of mead to bother;
While Baugi bored the hill, Bolverk entered the cave as a slick snake
Xanthic Gunnlod in her xyst offered three draughts for three night’s stake,
Yodeling her in ecstasy Odin swallowed the whole mead, flew to Asgard,
Zeal and zephyr zapped the mead into coffee modern as poetry guard.
(The abecedarius is most probably the oldest type of acrostic. Its origins have been linked to either the
sacred nature of letters and the mystical significance of these types of arrangements or its didactic
use as a mnemonic and instructive device for children.)
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25. KALDI’S COFFEE - LIMERICKS
Kaldi the goatherd heard from his herd,
-’ His beard is as bushy as we feared
This nerd is a bean, have been
Hide secret of coffee bean’But, Goatherd heard his herd as they feared;
‘Goats go crazy like goat-footed lad,
They devour these berries and go mad’Kaldi saw the jumping goats
Took berries where Sufi floats
The monk threw them in fire and looked sad;
Coffee aroma changed world time-table
Coffeehouses became part of fable
Penny universities
and news papers in cities
The Kaldi’s brew bonded the life cable
(A limerick -is a form of verse, usually humorous and frequently rude, in five-line, predominantly anapestic
meter with a strict rhyme scheme of AABBA, in which the first, second and fifth line rhyme, while the third
and fourth lines are shorter and share a different rhyme.)
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26. IN A CUP OF COFFEE - SONNET
At Hakone Kowakien Yunessun Spa, bath in coffee splendor,
With a bracing hot coffee cup pressing the tender lips tender,
The aeropress hug transforms the bitterness to sweet blender,
The forkless tongue peeps to taste the brew like a sidewinder;
Revolutions had their origins in coffee houses worldwide
After Boston Tea Party America switched to coffee ride,
In Honduras, the largest cup of coffee stands in pride,
Eighteen thousand liters it holds and sits like a new bride;
Black Ivory coffee comes from the rear of Thai elephants,
Kopi Luwak from civets’ droppings prized for coffee chants;
The costliest products often have mean origins that haunts,
Dried coffee cherries – cascara- drives warriors in war hunts;
Pope Clement VIII baptized coffee and it spread in Christian rants,
Joseph Jacobs of Maxwell House made coffee into kosher grants!
(A sonnet is a poetic form which originated at the Court of the Holy Roman Emperor Frederick II in Palermo, Sicily. The 13th-century
poet and notary Giacomo da Lentini is credited with the sonnet’s invention and the Sicilian School of poets who surrounded him is
credited with its spread. The earliest sonnets, however, no longer survive in the original Sicilian language, but only after being translated
into Tuscan dialect. The term sonnet is derived from the Italian word sonetto (from Old Provençal sonet a little poem, from son song,
from Latin sonus a sound). By the thirteenth century it signified a poem of fourteen lines that follows a strict rhyme scheme and
specific structure. Conventions associated with the sonnet have evolved over its history. Writers of sonnets are sometimes
called “sonneteers,” although the term can be used derisively. Petrarch typically used an ABBA ABBA pattern for the
octave, followed by either CDE CDE or CDC CDC rhymes in the sestet. The Crybin variant of the Italian sonnet has
the rhyme scheme ABBA CDDC EFG EFG.)
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27. MY BIRTH STONE IS A COFFEE BEAN - SONNET
When it speaks on young and old, of men and of angels
There goes the sleep and persistent nightmares of snakes,
It is a ceremony without initiation hiccups or headaches
Coffee is like love demands no fee for entry or exit angles
World stirs in a perfectly brewed Arabic aroma fumes,
O Coffee! How do I love thee? Let me count the cups and tears,
And the moments, seconds, minutes, hours, days and years,
I love thee with a love that seduced the mankind in Gothic rooms;
Come live with me and be my love in coffee blooms
Let me add a few cubes of sugar and a bit of clove
Like the goats that ate the Ethiopian beans
We can dance and bray among the dappled night looms
One shade the less, one ray the more amorous love,
Coffee is my personality enhanced with birthstone scenes.
(The two most commonly occurring types of sonnets are the Italian (Petrarchan) sonnet and the English (Shakespearean) sonnet. The Italian
sonnet is traditionally divided into two stanzas, an octave (8 lines) and a sestet (6 lines). In addition, the Italian sonnet is traditionally characterized
by the rhyme scheme abbaabba cdecde. The English sonnet is traditionally divided into three 4-line stanzas and an ending couplet, and traditionally
follows the rhyme scheme abab cdcd efef gg. Typically, in an English sonnet, each quatrain serves as building block toward the poet’s ultimate
point in writing the poem.
Other less frequently used forms of the sonnet exist, such as the Spenserian Sonnet. The Spenserian Sonnet is a variation of the
English sonnet which has the interlocking rhyme scheme ababbcbccdcdee. The sonnet was first practiced in the English
language by Sir Thomas Wyatt the Elder (1503-1542), an English poet who also worked in the royal court under King Henry
VIII.)
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28. A RED, RED CHERRY - FOUND
My coffee is from red, red cherries,
And the first sip always reminds me of my first kiss
The glistening lips lampoon merry melodies
They reflect her wrath with momentary hiss
Soon the pursed lips bloom smiles and anger dies
When I miss my morning poison,
The adrenaline rush jolts the drowsy kettle
In the hot water you fish for troubles sans reason,
A spoonful of dark brown powder trounces the volcanic spittle
Sugar cubes act iceberg before drowning in the vortex prison
Shall I compare thee to that autumn lady?
Holding the bar without bars she strips one leaf after another,
Gyrated by a hot spoon the aroma winds and swoons steady,
Sip by sip while it slips like her vanishing act to bother,
A duet by the linnet and thrush duels in the morning dew already!
( Found poetry is a type of poetry created by taking words, phrases, and sometimes whole passages
from other sources and reframing them (a literary equivalent of a collage) by making changes in spacing
and lines, or by adding or deleting text, thus imparting new meaning. The resulting poem can be defined
as either treated: changed in a profound and systematic manner; or untreated: virtually unchanged from
the order, syntax and meaning of the poem. The form was popularized by comedian Dave Gorman,
who would include a found poem compiled from Internet comments around a topical theme in
every episode of his television show Dave Gorman: Modern Life Is Goodish.)
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29. COFFEE BELT - FOUND
Between the tropics of Cancer and Capricorn
Emerald glossy leaves fuse into interpetiolar stipules
Bean belt burnishes with bushes in jasmine shine
Pearl white fragrant flowers smile in axillary cluster pools
Appears soon berries ripening from green, yellow to crimson
It is heartening to hear that Coffee has its close relatives,
Mint, deadly poisons, peppers, potatoes and sunflowers,
The asterid family is robust with for-get-me- nots and olives,
Rosemary, lilacs, petunias, night shades, Ash, teak, basil, lavenders,
Jasmine, honeysuckle, sesame, psyllium, garden sages and peppers
From virgin flower to pregnant berry the change is awesome
Twins are common but pea-berries carry a single seed,
Six to eleven months they stay comfy at their home,
From a living bean to black powder is a heat roasted deed,
It is the saga of a remote plant conquering the world tongue-dome!
(The concept of found poetry is closely connected to the revision of the concept of authorship in the 20th
century, (as John Hollander put it, “anyone may ‘find’ a text; the poet is he who names it, ‘Text’”). See
Charles Reznikoff’s Testimony, whose source material was courtroom testimonies from the Gilded Age, and
whose many iterations were aimed at debunking a national U.S. narrative that denied the country’s violent,
discriminatory past. Types of common forms and practices of found poetry include free form excerpting
and remixing, erasure, cento and cut-up.)
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30. COFFEE - CINQUAINS
Coffee
Short shot
When autumn leaves
Spring, brings memories hot
Tears
Aroma
Burnt beans
Coffee covers crisis
Dust draws dusty draught
Emanates
Coffeehouse
Offers solace
Fugitives feel peace
Fashions passion passes on
Endless journey ends or begins
Encore!
(Cinquain - is a class of poetic forms that employ a 5-line pattern. Earlier used to describe any five-line form, it
now refers to one of several forms that are defined by specific rules and guidelines. The modern form, known as
American Cinquain inspired by Japanese haiku and tanka, is akin in spirit to that of the Imagists. In her 1915
collection titled Verse, published one year after her death, Adelaide Crapsey included 28 cinquains.)
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31. CINQUAIN COFFEE
Sip, sip
this cup has drip
Flows down like a stream strip
A steam boat in a scented trip
Dip, dip.
Caffe
Espresso
Soldier in full flow
Aqua sufficient to slow
Gaffe
Showtime
Red berries ripe
on emerald road show
hanging showcase Cinderellas
Pick up!
Crapsey’s American Cinquain form developed in two stages. The first, fundamental form is a stanza of five lines of accentual verse,
in which the lines comprise, in order, 1, 2, 3, 4, and 1 stresses. Then Crapsey decided to make the criterion a stanza of five lines of
accentual-syllabic verse, in which the lines comprise, in order, 1, 2, 3, 4, and 1 stresses and 2, 4, 6, 8, and 2 syllables. Iambic feet
were meant to be the standard for the cinquain, which made the dual criteria match perfectly. Some resource materials define
classic cinquains as solely iambic, but that is not necessarily so. In contrast to the Eastern forms upon which she based
them, Crapsey always titled her cinquains, effectively utilizing the title as a sixth line. Crapsey’s cinquain depends on
strict structure and intense physical imagery to communicate a mood or feeling.)
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32. O COFFEE! I DO NOT LOVE YOU
I do not love you except because I love you
I go from seeking to not sipping you,
From waiting to not waiting for you
My cup moves from table to my lips on cold fire;
I drink you only because it is you the one I love
I hate you deeply when you come late
My eyes search for you at the kitchen door
And the aroma you emanate in a volcanic steam core;
May be I consume you in slow haste
Imbibed in Neruda’s love sonnet of carnal apple taste
That burning moon and woman filled
With ruined bodies rounded up in single sweetness
In this story I will die of love for coffee
Because I love you, o coffee, in summer or winter

(Ricardo Eliécer Neftalí Reyes Basoalto (12 July 1904 – 23 September 1973), better known by his pen name and, later, legal name Pablo
Neruda , was a Chilean poet-diplomat and politician who won the Nobel Prize for Literature in 1971. Neruda became known as a
poet when he was 13 years old, and wrote in a variety of styles, including surrealist poems, historical epics, overtly
political manifestos, a prose autobiography, and passionate love poems such as the ones in his collection Twenty
Love Poems and a Song of Despair (1924).)
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33. COFFEE - PANTOUM
A bean crusher is my phantom house
From dust it bursts marvelous nectar
All fumes and fragrance sans any grouse
Sleep’s enemy spills awakening vector

Goes tango with milk and sugar cubes
A cute heart, Rosetta or chocolate spirals
A truth pick or tooth pick chisels latte vibes
Or a bear’s face bears on surface murals

From dust it bursts marvelous nectar
With hot water it bubbles and frowns
Sleep’s enemy spills awakening vector
In a porcelain cup it dribbles and drowns

A cute heart, Rosetta or chocolate spirals
With Espresso hot milk of coffee latte
Or a bear’s face bears on surface murals
Creamy foamy milk creates nascent matte

With hot water it bubbles and frowns
Goes tango with milk and sugar cubes
In a porcelain cup it dribbles and drowns
A truth pick or tooth pick chisels latte vibes

With Espresso hot milk of coffee latte
All fumes and fragrance sans any grouse
Creamy foamy milk creates nascent matte
A bean crusher is my phantom house

(The pantoum is a poetic form derived from the pantun, a Malay verse form: specifically from the pantun berkait,
a series of interwoven quatrains.)
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34. COFFEE - EKPHRASTICA
Like, comment, share over a cup of coffee,
Or name your poison
And order on Amazon, flip cart or Zomato
You will be served your own goose well cooked pronto!
There twitters your Facebook,
Like those curious fish in schools of philosophy
Crocodiles in tears swim like logs in your blog
Discussing how to save the world from Super Heroes;
May be your profile is crowded with your insignia
Angels do avoid advertisements
Visit moral hell where there is no entrance fee
You can dance with that goat-footed one with two left feet
We chat or not, you can giggle and google
You can you -tube till it turns red or blue,
When you fire your search engines for wiki leaks
Red herrings you can catch in troubled waters.
All this Zuckerberg’s world is a phantom stage
Your wall is filled with commercial graffiti
When you see your own false face in social mirror
Go for a cup of genuine coffee and write a great elegy
“an ekphrastic poem is a vivid description of a scene or, more commonly, a work of art. More
generally, an ekphrastic poem is a poem inspired or stimulated by a work of art.)
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35. BYRON COFFEE
Oh Ristretto! Ristretto!
You have braved the way,
A short shot over a thousand aromas, to more
Immortal conduct by the espresso sway,
Our system reigns over the coffee bar
Of human tongues and letters, than all the long array
Of poets and writers in literary romances,
And you walk in beauty…
With a cup of coffee..

(George Gordon Byron, 6th Baron Byron, FRS (22 January 1788 – 19 April 1824), known simply as Lord Byron, was an English peer, who
was a poet and politician. He was one of the leading figures of the Romantic movement and is regarded as one of the greatest English
poets. He remains widely read and influential. Among his best-known works are the lengthy narrative poems Don Juan and Childe Harold’s
Pilgrimage; many of his shorter lyrics in Hebrew Melodies also became popular.
He travelled extensively across Europe, especially in Italy, where he lived for seven years in the cities of Venice, Ravenna, and Pisa.
During his stay in Italy he frequently visited his friend and fellow poet Percy Bysshe Shelley. Later in life Byron joined
the Greek War of Independence fighting the Ottoman Empire and died of disease leading a campaign during that
war, for which Greeks revere him as a national hero. He died in 1824 at the age of 36 from a fever contracted after
the First and Second Siege of Missolonghi.)
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36. COFFEE - ABC - A-Z
A
Black bean
Caught in espresso
Dust it became soon
Ended up in porcelain cup
Dark brown hot liquid
Coupled with water
Black coffee
Amen
Flash
Golden brew
Hot coffee iced
Invigorating in morning light
Japanese style best flavored right
Intimate journey deep insight
Hot and cold
Garden kiosk
Fresh
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Kaffekask
Laced with
Moonshine and sugar
Norway Trondelag drink culture
Oppland, Hedmark Kaffedoctor or knikt
Naughty beverage knock knocks
Mixed and fixed
Lucky bunch
Kaffepunch
Pocillo
Quick coffee
Relished after dinner
Shot of unsweetened coffee
Tacitas de pocillo in espresso
Spanish American el cortadito
Rapturous restful regime
Quantum sufficient
Pleasing

Ueshima
Versatile six
Wide with evangelion
Xanadu skill in beverage
You can advance with otaku
Zen in mind or soul experience
Yonder is the delight cup
Xanthic brown sip lip
World in Kobe
Vision canned
Up

Veiled
Wish
Xeroxed
Yes
ZZ
Yes
Xeroxed
Wish
Veiled

(An abecedarius (also abecedary and abecedarian) is a special type of acrostic in which the first letter of every
word, strophe or verse follows the order of the letters in the alphabet.)
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37. COFFEE WITH TEA- DESCENT
Say, this is no coftea or teaffee, for thou hast been
Full many a tea- chai race in Thai as Black tie,
A double shot of espresso
Chilled black tea seasoned with star anise,
Crushed tamarind and orange blossom water
Disporting on thy marginal sugar and creamy milk,
The paths of pleasure unfolds –
A dirty chai latte coupled by instant expression
Steamed milk stirs the palate in bidirectional procession.
And a red tie, a tie breaker with a single shot espresso
Who foremost delights to cleave stubborn sloth
With plaint arm in the glassy wave path!
The captive connoisseur which beguile?
What idle progeny emulate and gain
To chase the Yuenyeung Hongkong style?
Say, this is no coftea or teaffee,
for thou hast been
Full many a tea- chai race in Thai as Black tie,
The Mandarin ducks the paired coffee and tea
Did they pray the Cupid’s arrows to hit again?
Again?
(Diminished Hexa Verse - Descent order poem - In these poems stanza have one line less than the previous
stanza. Ex. 6-5-4-3-2-1). In Diminishing verse poems one letter per line disappears)
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38. COFFEE BURLESQUE DISHES
To coffee cravers I suggest café Liegeois
but that’s not the end of the choice.
For zealots with zealous hopes I daily enthuse
by promising the coming coffee jelly or sauce;
Mocha believers in doubt or apprehension
are soon reassured by Espresso rub or pork rib;.
All things to all men with no affection
for them we assure Roti kopi, Roti papa or roti mama ;
And if your empathy lie with red-eye gravy
I can promise tiramisu coffee liqueur a bit heavy.

(A burlesque is a literary, dramatic or musical work intended to cause laughter by caricaturing the
manner or spirit of serious works, or by ludicrous treatment of their subjects. The word derives
from the Italian burlesco, which, in turn, is derived from the Italian burla – a joke, ridicule or mockery.) (Poetic from - Diminished Hexa Vers: 4-3-2-1 lines)
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39. COFFEE A DIEM,
CARPE A DIEM ANAGRAM
Coffee a Diem, carpe a Diem
Offer a feed, proffer a deed
Fare a pie, care a die
Crape a dam, drape a dame
Rape a crime, ape a prime
Pair a car, repair a care,
Fair mice, dies fair
Mad mice, made dice
Coffer proffer office fee
Officer offered iced coffee
Do or die, fire a pie
Carpe a Diem, Coffee a Diem;
(Carpe diem is a Latin aphorism, usually (though questionably) translated “seize the day”, taken from book 1 of the Roman
poet Horace’s work Odes (23 BC))
An anagram is a word or phrase formed by rearranging the letters of a different word or phrase, typically using all the
original letters exactly once. Anagrammatic poetry is poetry with the constrained form that either each line or each
verse is an anagram of all other lines or verses in the poem. A poet that specializes in anagrams is an anagrammarian.
Writing anagrammatic poetry is a form of a constrained writing similar to writing pangrams or long alliterations.)
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40. COFFEE IN MEMORIAM
A large strong and sweetened coffee
My mom held it like truth and trophy
A short shot of black coffee and a cigar
My father held them like shield and spear
They maintained peace in between the walls
To see prosperity tread in our humble halls
Mother taught us to do war on discrimination
Father honed us as warriors to fight for the nation
Over a cup of coffee we bowled many hours,
Now their cups adorn our cabinet among flowers.
It is not that easy to write a profound memoriam,
Over a cup of coffee, I ponder in my scriptorium
There what remains is the remains of reminiscences,
Coffee and truth, war and peace stay with old scenes
(“In Memoriam A.H.H.” is a poem by the British poet Alfred, Lord Tennyson, published in 1850. It is a requiem for
the poet’s beloved Cambridge friend Arthur Henry Hallam, who died suddenly of a cerebral hemorrhage in Vienna
in 1833, aged 22. It contains some of Tennyson’s most accomplished lyrical work, and is an unusually sustained
exercise in lyric verse. It is widely considered to be one of the greatest poems of the 19th century. )
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41. THE COFFEE BEAN EATERS STANZA
And more, and more to keep me awake
A seeping brook from hot espresso foison
And ever sprinkled sugar with auburn quake
Anorexic anathema in a cup of slow poison
Altruistic beans burnt to dust for a reason,
Added steamed aqua in hot fizzy prompter
Aromas only, no noise, a semi fatal treason,
Absolutely vanquished by that brown tempter
Arabic dreams conjured with Spenserian scepter!

(The Spenserian stanza is a fixed verse form invented by Edmund Spenser for his epic poem The Faerie Queene (1590–96).
Each stanza contains nine lines in total: eight lines in iambic pentameter followed by a single ‘alexandrine’ line in iambic hexameter.
The rhyme scheme of these lines is ABABBCBCC)
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42. COFFEE LYRICS
Come, o my morning coffeeLike fresh lava from volcano booth
Silver cup to shivering lips like toffee
With fumes and fragrance of youth
How hot and sizzling you uncouth?

Small is a big fire
In gastric ocean it runs a wave
Ignites the nerve wire
Sleeping neurons heaves brave
A dreamboat floats crave

In a saucer and cup,
When you come in naive brown
My lips tremble to sip,
Eyes glow, quake nose and crown
Tongue speaks in silence drown

A cigarette tilts
Its burning head drops ash,
In a waiting tray its stub wilts
And reads the news in flash,
As the morning melts in kaffeeklatsch

(Kaffeeklatsch -: an informal gathering over coffee cups to chat or gossip)
(Lyric poetry is a formal type of poetry which expresses personal emotions or feelings, typically spoken in the first person. It is not
equivalent to song lyrics, though they are often in the lyric mode. The term derives from a form of Ancient Greek literature,
the lyric, which was defined by its musical accompaniment, usually on a stringed instrument known as a lyre.)
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43. COFFEE PALINDROME
Kopi so on no o sip ok!
Madam!
Pot stop
Top spot
Kopi so on no o sip ok!
Tenet, don’t nod, tenet!
Anna, was it a cat I saw, Anna?
Sire, Step on no pets, Eris!
I did, did I?

I did, did I?
Sire, Step on no pets, Eris!
Anna, was it a cat I saw, Anna?
Tenet, don’t nod, tenet!
Kopi so on no o sip ok!
Top spot
Pot stop
Madam!
Kopi so on no o sip ok!

Red rum, sir, is murder

(A palindrome is a word, number, phrase, or other sequence of characters which reads the same backward as forward, such
as madam, racecar. There are also numeric palindromes, including date/time stamps using short digits 11/11/11 11:11 and
long digits 02/02/2020. Sentence-length palindromes ignore capitalization, punctuation, and word boundaries. The
word palindrome was introduced by Henry Peacham in 1638. It is derived from the Greek roots ’again’ and ’way, direction’; a
different word is used in Greek, ‘carcinic’ (lit. crab-like) to refer to letter-by-letter reversible writing.)
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44. COFFEE DOPPELGANGER
A bat is screeching murder
Blame it on China
Coffeehouses closed due to corona virus
Devil is on prowl like werewolf
Every door has the lamb’s blood mark
Fucking mask smells like rotten flesh

Love the chloro- queen and ventilator
Kill them all with low oxygen
Jack and Jill went up the ill
In the body mart social distance is science
Hot body aches, joints stiff and swollen
Gods must be crazy

Gods must be crazy
Hot body aches, joints stiff and swollen
In the body mart social distance is science
Jack and Jill went up the ill
Kill them all with low oxygen
Love the chloro- queen and ventilator

Fucking mask smells like rotten flesh
Every door has the lamb’s blood mark
Devil is on prowl like werewolf
Coffeehouses closed due to corona virus
Blame it on China
A bat is screeching murder

Moribund vaccine mortuary vacation
(“Der Doppelgänger” is one of the six songs from Franz Schubert’s Schwanengesang that sets words
by Heinrich Heine for piano and tenor voice. It was written in 1828, the year of Schubert’s death.)
(Doppel-ganger - an apparition or double of a living person. In this poem A-M and M-A lines are repeated
giving double poem).
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45. COFFEE METAPHORS
My coffee
Is beyond any metaphor
Solace is its offer
A steaming cup of coffee,
A delicate puff of cigar
A sonata of morning raga
A piece of Turkish delight
A news paper with insight
My morning poisons to offer
A stun gun of time
With dimensions infinite
My coffee in crime
(A metaphor is a figure of speech that, for rhetorical effect, directly refers to one thing by mentioning another.
It may provide (or obscure) clarity or identify hidden similarities between two ideas. Metaphors are often
compared with other types of figurative language, such as antithesis, hyperbole, metonymy and simile. One
of the most commonly cited examples of a metaphor in English literature comes from the “All the world’s a
stage” monologue from As You Like It. )
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46. COFFEE PANDEMONIUM
As goats
In pursuit of emerald, copper leaves, on crags of hills
And difficult terrains, when the goatherd in rags slips
Into cult dreams resting his chin on shepherd’s crook,
It happened for days, near some red berry bushes, the
Goats started jumping crazy after heartily consuming
the ripe berries, like the annoyed bees in clusters, like
the bats from dark caves, like the red ants from anthills,
like the peers of Satan in pandemonium they danced in
frenzy and started bleating like the drunkards in ale-house.
(John Milton (9 December 1608 – 8 November 1674) was an English poet and intellectual who served as a civil servant for the Commonwealth
of England under its Council of State and later under Oliver Cromwell. He wrote at a time of religious flux and political upheaval, and is best
known for his epic poem Paradise Lost (1667), written in blank verse, and widely considered to be one of the greatest works of literature
ever written.. Writing in English, Latin, Greek, and Italian, he achieved international renown within his lifetime; his
celebrated Areopagitica (1644), written in condemnation of pre-publication censorship, is among history’s most influential and impassioned
defenses of freedom of speech and freedom of the press. William Hayley’s 1796 biography called him the “greatest English author”,and he
remains generally regarded “as one of the preeminent writers in the English language”)
Pandæmonium is the capital of Hell in John Milton’s epic poem Paradise Lost.- , meaning “all” or “every”, and”, a diminutive form meaning
“little spirit”, “little angel”, or, as Christians interpreted it, “little daemon”, and later, “demon”. It thus roughly translates as “All Demons”,
but can also be interpreted as, Pandemoneios or “all-demon-place”. John Milton invented the name for the capital of Hell,
“the High Capital, of Satan and his Peers”, built by the fallen angels at the suggestion of Mammon at the end of Book I
of Paradise Lost (1667). It was designed by the architect Mulciber, who had been the designer of palaces in Heaven
before his fall.)
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47. COFFEE EPIGRAMS
God bless the coffee- When angels brew
Devil bless the coffee-even it is the stew
Priest bless the coffee- with sermons dew
We all bless the coffee- when it is our due
Coffee families are all alike;
Every non-coffee family is diverse, in its own way,
It may be apothegm or aphorism;
Epigrams in humor we all like;
No swan song
When there is coffee,
Before coffee they may sing,
But, after coffee they create symphonies

(An epigram is a brief, interesting, memorable, and sometimes surprising or satirical statement. The word is derived
from the Greek— ’inscription’ from- epigraphein ’to write on, to inscribe’, and the literary device has been employed
for over two millennia. The presence of wit or sarcasm tends to distinguish non-poetic epigrams
from aphorisms and adages, which tend to lack those qualities.)
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48. COFFEE EPIPHANY
On that fateful day, I lost way in woods beige
The morning breeze was freeze under siege,
Spider webs caught morning pearls in design,
My uphill walk became tardy and do I resign?
My running nose and watering eyes, in strike,
Started grumbling along with my stomach alike;
It was a mind blowing pass- Some familiar thing
Overpowered me and me drifted there wishing
A cafe in that remote spot amidst of thick vine,
A great memory and oh, that coffee brew, divine;

(An epiphany (from the ancient Greek epiphanea, “manifestation, striking appearance”) is an experience of a sudden and striking
realization. Generally the term is used to describe scientific breakthrough, religious or philosophical discoveries, but it can apply in any
situation in which an enlightening realization allows a problem or situation to be understood from a new and deeper perspective.
Epiphanies are studied by psychologists and other scholars, particularly those attempting to study the process of innovation. Epiphanies
are relatively rare occurrences and generally follow a process of significant thought about a problem. Often they are triggered by a new
and key piece of information, but importantly, a depth of prior knowledge is required to allow the leap of
understanding. Famous epiphanies include Archimedes’s discovery of a method to determine the volume of an
irregular object (“Eureka!”) and Isaac Newton’s realization that a falling apple and the orbiting moon are both
pulled by the same force.)
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49. COFFEE TIME
On that bewitching mountain terrace,
Where tourists meet travelers in lace
Their cameras and cell phones do trace
The pristine beauty into their chip place;
Two lovely aromas distinct in their grace
Run parallel to lure the keen human face
This far outperformed the other in brace
With milk and sugar or raw they both pace;
I found them both alluring in their chalice,
Crappy or pretty I am ok without malice;

(Yuenyeung - coffee with tea, also commonly known as Kopi Cham in Malaysia ( from the Hokkien cham, “mix”) is a popular beverage
in Hong Kong. Made of a mixture of three parts of coffee and seven parts of Hong Kong-style milk tea, it can be served hot or cold. It
was originally served at dai pai dongs (open air food vendors) and cha chaan tengs (café.; Tea mixed with coffee is also consumed
in Ethiopia, where it is known as spreeze)
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50. THE COFFEE GLASS
In a rural remote hut
Roadside
Coffee
Glass sparkles
In the morning light;
Nobody cares
The smell of Kerosene
Or sour milk taste
Or smudges
On the glass edges
Or the grazing sheep

(Free verse is an open form of poetry, which in its modern form arose through the French vers libre form. It does not use
consistent metre patterns, rhyme, or any musical pattern. It thus tends to follow the rhythm of natural speech.)
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51. COFFEE RISPETTO
Half gram, one gram, one and half,
A caffeinist is a surrealistic chap,
With red bulls and monsters wolf,
Shears the mishap of sleep slap
Did Archangel Gabriel bring coffee to replace wine?
Ethipian Kaldi is still jumping with goats in sunshine,
Moroccan Sufi Shadhili is flying high with birds wild,
Ethiopia to Mocha- Yemen and it spread world-wide!

(Rispetto, (Italian: “respect,”) plural rispetti, a Tuscan folk verse form, a version of strambotto. The rispetto lyric is generally
composed of eight hendecasyllabic (11-syllable) lines. In its earliest form the rhyme scheme was usually abababcc.
Later, the scheme ababccdd became more prominent, and other variations can also be found.)
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52. COFFEE CLERIHEW
Coffee Arabica
Grew robust in Africa and Latin America
And in Southeast Asia and Brazil
Red berries sparkle and sizzle
The goatherd Kaldi
A commotion he heard unhealthy,
Why my goats are jumping?- he hurried,
And ate the berries then goats got worried
Shadhili’s disciple the mystic Omar
Roasted and put them in water to simmer,
The miracle drug reached Mecca city,
The exiled Omar became saint with amity.

(A clerihew - is a whimsical, four-line biographical poem invented by Edmund Clerihew Bentley. The first line is the name of the poem’s subject,
usually a famous person put in an absurd light, or revealing something unknown or spurious about them. The rhyme scheme is AABB, and
the rhymes are often forced. The line length and metre are irregular. Bentley invented the clerihew in school and then popularized it
in books. One of his best known is this (1905)
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53. COFFEE DIAMANTE
Coffee
Hot, cold
Fuming, steaming, refreshing
Angelic, heavenly; hellfire Satanic
Burning, bubbling, boiling
Instant, impulsive
Qahwah

Coffeehouse
Penny University
Sipping, Gossiping, scandalizing
Politics, fashion, debate, debauch
Writing, hawking, petitioning
Noah’s Ark
Kaffeeklatsch

(A diamante poem, or diamond poem, is a style of poetry that is made up of seven lines. The text forms the shape
of a diamond (Ê%). Developed by Iris Tiedt in A New Poetry Form: The Diamante (1969).)
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54. COFFEE HAIKU
An old coffee mug
a spoon drops two sugar cubes
hot tsunami hug
From dust to duster
between hot and cold coffee
philosopher’s tone
Between cup and lip
Slips surreptitious coffee
The French toast striptease
I drink and she sips
we meet at oasis bar
camels grudge us why?
Like two swans in stress
when separated who sings?
The cafe swansong!
(Haiku- is a type of short form poetry originally from Japan. Traditional Japanese haiku consist of three phrases that contain a kireji, or “cutting word”,
17 on (a type of Japanese phoneme) in a 5, 7, 5 pattern, and a kigo, or seasonal reference. Similar poems that do not adhere to these rules
are generally classified as senryu. Haiku originated as an opening part of a larger Japanese poem called renga. These haiku written
as an opening stanza were known as hokku and over time writers began to write them as their own stand-alone poems. Haiku
was given its current name by the Japanese writer Masaoka Shiki at the end of the 19th century.)
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55. COFFEE COUPLETS
It is time for coffee break, O dear workaholic,
Come, retune your nerves with fun and frolic!
My coffee mug, hot, throbs like Dali’s clock,
In Von Gough’s room Empty chairs do rock!
Sweetest coffee turns sour in fizzled romance,
Green and blue worlds look drizzled in trance;
Oh Plato! Tell me the poetics of coffee, you see!
Eureka! Eureka! Cried Archimedes, in naked sea!
This prized book about coffee, this unbound cover,
To doll up coffee like dollop in the hands of a lover,
-‘The time is out of joint’- As the great bard says,
Let this miracle drink shine to set it right all ways!
(A couplet is a pair of successive lines of metre in poetry. A couplet usually consists of two successive lines that rhyme and have the same
metre. A couplet may be formal (closed) or run-on (open). In a formal (or closed) couplet, each of the two lines is end-stopped,
implying that there is a grammatical pause at the end of a line of verse. In a run-on (or open) couplet, the meaning of the first line
continues to the second.)
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56. COFFEE MONOLOGUE
-‘ Our tongues, our cups, our tastes may be different,
You ruling men may drink black coffee, while we mix
Milk to our filtered lives; such a irony is life’s current,
All Paradox paradises; No man is a coffee bean in jinx;
I will drink coffee till eternity or till she comes to brew
My life in espresso then I flow hot and wet with aroma
Into her cupped lips and dissolve like butter in fire crew
And forge her dulled senses into love circuit’s panorama;
I dream her to be my cup of poison; I would like to ride
On nightmares to cross the coffee-less deserts to reach
The gardens and oases of coffee bushes that aptly divide
Civilization’s morning before and after coffee to preach….

(Dramatic monologue is a type of poetry written in the form of a speech of an individual character. M.H. Abrams notes the following three
features of the dramatic monologue as it applies to poetry: The single person, who is patently not the poet, utters the speech that makes up
the whole of the poem, in a specific situation at a critical moment. .This person addresses and interacts with one or more other people; but
we know of the auditors’ presence, and what they say and do, only from clues in the discourse of the single speaker. The main
principle controlling the poet’s choice and formulation of what the lyric speaker says is to reveal to the reader, in a way
that enhances its interest, the speaker’s temperament and character.).
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57. COFFEE ODE
Cup after cup with austere dexterity
Nature prepares brew to the posterity
The fragrance whirls with agreement
In the Aurora lit mornings of contentment
The evergreen roadrunners of life-views
Bury their heads in the sand dunes of news
A cup of fuming coffee, a burning cigarette,
Adds to the atmosphere a bit etiquette
And to me a few moments of immortality
❊❊❊❊❊

(An ode) is a type of lyrical stanza. It is an elaborately structured poem praising or glorifying an event or individual, describing nature
intellectually as well as emotionally. A classic ode is structured in three major parts: the strophe, the antistrophe, and the epode.
Different forms such as the homostrophic ode and the irregular ode also enter. Greek odes were originally poetic pieces performed
with musical accompaniment. As time passed on, they gradually became known as personal lyrical compositions whether
sung (with or without musical instruments) or merely recited (always with accompaniment). The primary
instruments used were the aulos and the lyre. )
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58. COFFEE IDYLL
In that coffee garden I found her a bit idle,
With a cup of coffee but looking like a riddle,
I followed her looks to the rain drenched berries,
Where dragonflies are cascading with red cherries
In that crystal coffee glass the beverage is fuming,
And my coffee art of heart in it is still dreaming;
It is high time to reveal my feelings to this stone,
Her rejection came soon in a downbeat tone;
I had my quota of tears dimming the daylight,
With a sip of rejection I shrunk like dark night,
She followed my steps to the running dream,
Where a pair of swans swimming in a stream
With a cup of coffee, but, me looking like a riot,
In that coffee garden she found me, a lovable idiot.

(An idyll (British English) or idyl (American English) from Greek, eidullion, “short poem”) is a short poem, descriptive
of rustic life, written in the style of Theocritus’ short pastoral poems, the Idylls.)
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59. BACH’S COFFEE
Oh! How charming coffee tang,
A thousand kisses not this strong,
Milder than the fine Muscat wine,
Coffee, kopi, Give me this drink divine;
And if someone wishes to perk me up,
Oh, just give me a full hot coffee cup!

(Johann Sebastian Bach (31 March [O.S. 21 March] 1685 – 28 July 1750) was a German composer and musician of the Baroque period.
He is known for instrumental compositions such as the Brandenburg Concertos and the Goldberg Variations, and for vocal music such
as the St Matthew Passion and the Mass in B minor. Since the 19th-century Bach Revival, he has been generally regarded as one of the
greatest composers of all time.) Johann Sebastian Bach, who was cantor of St. Thomas Church, Leipzig, in 1723–50, conducted a
musical ensemble at Café Zimmermann in that Saxon city. Sometime in 1732–35 he composed the secular “Coffee Cantata” Schweigt
stille, plaudert nicht (BWV 211), in which a young woman, Lieschen, pleads with her disapproving father to accept her devotion to
drinking coffee, then a newfangled fashion. The libretto includes such lines as:
Ei! wie schmeckt der Coffee süße, Lieblicher als tausend Küsse,
Milder als Muskatenwein. Coffee, Coffee muss ich haben,
Und wenn jemand mich will laben, Ach, so schenkt mir Coffee ein!
(Oh! How sweet coffee does taste, Better than a thousand kisses,
Milder than muscat wine. Coffee, coffee, I’ve got to have it,
And if someone wants to perk me up, *Oh, just give me a cup of coffee!)
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60. COFFEE RHYME ROYAL
They run to me in the coffee break
With tired eyes and tender fingertips
Seeking salvation in the aroma streak
Holding the cup and cajoling the lips,
Sip by sip imbibe me in pensive trips,
Then from their day dreams to reality,
They move in enlightenment of equality

(Rhyme royal (or rime royal) is a rhyming stanza form that was introduced to English poetry by Geoffrey Chaucer. The rhyme royal
stanza consists of seven lines, usually in iambic pentameter. The rhyme scheme is ABABBCC. In practice, the stanza can be
constructed either as a tercet and two couplets (ABA BB CC) or a quatrain and a tercet (ABAB BCC). This allows for
variety, especially when the form is used for longer narrative poems. Along with the couplet, it was the standard
narrative form in English poetry of the late Middle Ages..)
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61. COFFEE HOUSE SESTINA
There near the dried brook a haunted coffeehouse,
Waits impatiently for the waiter to clean the tables,
A few apparitions move among the saucers and cups,
May be they are shades or shadows of the house hosts,
A few cockroaches and rats are the unsolicited guests,
The coffee pots and stove look cold with dried memories
The road to that coffee house has footprints as memories,
A cat and mouse game has startled the lone coffeehouse,
The eerie sounds of wind were trying to welcome the guests
A few autumn leaves were discussing death on the tables,
A cupboard nearby opened its doors showing the past hosts,
In its hurry scurry it broke a few porcelain saucers and cups.
A centipede was gliding over the broken saucers and cups,
It threatened the black widow spider with live memories,
A rattle snake was checking its rattle to threaten the hosts,
Near the vacant well two toads looked at the coffeehouse,
A gecko was looking upside down to catch a fly on the tables,
Who can tell who will be the hosts and who are the guests?
In that perilous twilight gloom can a house expect any guests?
Then suddenly a fearsome thud of breaking saucers and cups,
A sudden gush of wind shattered the glassware on the tables,
The cat bellowing meows jumped out like crushing memories,
A colony of bats took flight from the tree into the coffeehouse,
There appears all of a sudden on horseback two headless hosts!
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Dark night descended completely inviting the dark hosts,
On Walpurgis Night who are the hosts, who are the guests?
The sky is covered with black clouds over the coffeehouse,
Storm winds were crossed by witches with saucers and cups,
Brooms caught a swarm of fireflies hovering like memories,
They lit the stoves and put the cauldron on the greasy tables;
While the headless hosts danced, witches cleaned the tables,
And boiled the past and present montages of the dark hosts,
Filled the cauldron with creatures of the house and memories,
They served their master and mistress as hosts and guests,
Then they danced to the tunes of the flying saucers and cups,
The night reverberated with the noises from the coffeehouse;
Honor killing dark memories, they dry like blood on the tables,
Death haunted that coffeehouse; Lovers became headless hosts,
Every Walpurgis Night, guests; Rest of the time, saucers and cups!

(A sestina (Italian: sestina, from sesto, sixth; Old Occitan: cledisat- also known as sestine, sextine, sextain) is a fixed verse form consisting
of six stanzas of six lines each, normally followed by a three-line envoi. The words that end each line of the first stanza are used as line
endings in each of the following stanzas, rotated in a set pattern. The invention of the form is usually attributed to Arnaut Daniel, a
troubadour of 12th-century Provence, and the first sestinas were written in the Occitan language of that region. The form was cultivated
by his fellow troubadours, then by other poets across Continental Europe in the subsequent centuries; they contributed to what
would become the “standard form” of the sestina. The earliest example of the form in English appeared in 1579, though
they were rarely written in Britain until the end of the 19th century. The sestina remains a popular poetic form, and
many sestinas continue to be written by contemporary poets.)
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62. COFFEE WARS
Starbucks, Dunkin and Mc Donald
Uber Eats, Grubhub, and DoorDash
Never say –what’s in a name o herald!
Coffee wars outfoxed Star wars bash!
Livelihood for a hundred million people,
Ten million tones of green coffee harvest,
Two billion cups of coffee a day to grapple,
Twenty billion dollars of expo market invest!
A hundred and fifty million dear Americans,
Consume a hundred liters by average head,
O boy! That’s a lot of coffee cups and cans,
Lots of long drive needs a clear way ahead!
All coffee days start with hot fuming coffee
When customer is right who presides the test?
All wars end at coffee table with peace trophy
When they bury the hatchet love spreads best!
(Coffee wars, sometimes referred to as caffeine wars, involve a variety of sales and marketing tactics by coffeehouse chains and espresso
machine manufacturers to increase brand and consumer market share. In North America belligerents in these wars - such as Starbucks,
]
Dunkin’, McDonald’s, and Tim Hortons. According to The Economist, the largest coffee war of the late 2000s was between
Starbucks and McDonalds in the United States. The U.S. market has, since the early 2010s, been primarily contested by
its two largest players, Starbucks and Dunkin’. Since 2020, competition over the Chinese coffee market has intensified between Starbucks and Luckin Coffee.)
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63. COFFEE CURTAL SONNET
The coffee hater came down with cough and cold,
When the scare of his fears was like scar on his face,
Like the cleaves of earth when summer is hot blown
And his slowing heart was pleading for a brew bold,
Coffee latte with hot heart cajoled his lips in grace;
That guest with his attire at outset was a raw clown,
Like the leaves of willow his unkempt hair has flown;
Adjusting his hair and gait he wiped the sweat trace,
The revived nomad then sang a song of coffee bean,
If it was not there what my cough would have been
Then he said – now my mornings go coffee brown!

(The curtal sonnet is a form invented by Gerard Manley Hopkins, and used in three of his poems. It is an eleven-line (or, more accurately,
ten-and-a-half-line) sonnet, but rather than the first eleven lines of a standard sonnet it consists of precisely ¾ of the structure of
a Petrarchan sonnet shrunk proportionally. The octave of a sonnet becomes a sestet and the sestet a quatrain plus an additional
“tail piece”. That is, the first eight lines of a sonnet are translated into the first six lines of a curtal sonnet and the last six
lines of a sonnet are translated into the last four and a half lines of a curtal sonnet. Hopkins describes the last line
as half a line, though in fact it can be shorter than half of one of Hopkins’s standard sprung rhythm lines.)
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64. COFFEE MONARCH
I am patriarch of all coffee drinks
My light there is none to disown,
From Africa to all round the world
I am guard of the waking hours’ jinx
Oh, attitude! What is altitude shown?
Better dwell in the coffee bars unfurled…
I am nearer to the thirst’s reach,
I move with and in humanity zone,
Hearing the sounds of coffee hurled
Let the acquainted man get his speech
Their fondness is mutual to me whirled…
(William Cowper-; 26 November 1731 – 25 April 1800) was an English poet and hymnodist. One of the most popular poets of his time,
Cowper changed the direction of 18th-century nature poetry by writing of everyday life and scenes of the English countryside. In many
ways, he was one of the forerunners of Romantic poetry. Samuel Taylor Coleridge called him “the best modern poet”, whilst William
Wordsworth particularly admired his poem Yardley-Oak.
William Cowper’s “The Solitude Of Alexander Selkirk” is about Selkirk’s feelings as the castaway lived all alone on the island. This poem
gave rise to the common phrase “monarch of all I survey” via the verse:
I am monarch of all I survey,
My right there is none to dispute;
From the centre all round to the sea,
I am lord of the fowl and the brute. )
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65. COFFEE WORLD
All the world’s a coffeehouse
And all the men and women are patrons
They have their entrances and exits,
And one man in his time orders his favorite
His act depends upon his errands…
From infant, school boy, lover,
Soldier, justice, pantaloon rover,
And to the second childishness
Coffeehouse offers bitter and sweetness

(“All the world’s a stage” is the phrase that begins a monologue from William Shakespeare’s pastoral comedy As You Like It, spoken by
the melancholy Jaques in Act II Scene VII Line 139. The speech compares the world to a stage and life to a play and catalogues the seven
stages of a man’s life, sometimes referred to as the seven ages of man..
William Shakespeare (bapt. 26 April 1564 – 23 April 1616) was an English playwright, poet, and actor, widely regarded as the greatest
writer in the English language and the world’s greatest dramatist. He is often called England’s national poet and the “Bard of
Avon” (or simply “the Bard”) His extant works, including collaborations, consist of some 39 plays, 154 sonnets, two
long narrative poems, and a few other verses, some of uncertain authorship. His plays have been translated into
every major living language and are performed more often than those of any other playwright.)
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66. COFFEE ERASURE
There lords brew coffee wars
To classify people
The red lines are green
When money speaks

Partners change with accompaniments,
Politics with poly tricks cook condiments,
Anyway etiquette is a journey
Odysseus lost his way
Until he met Circe
At home Penelope is weaving and undoing
While the suitors drink yarn
The unmovable bed is waiting for its master
The storm brews in a cup of coffee
Returning to coffeehouse is earning passage
Time is an eraser
(Erasure is a form of found poetry or found object art created by erasing words from an existing text in prose or verse and
framing the result on the page as a poem. The results can be allowed to stand in situ or they can be arranged
into lines and/or stanzas.)
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67. COFFEE SHADORMA
Sleeps here, yes
The nomadic bard
Happy pup,
Coffee cup
A solitary sleeper
Our coffeehouse greets
He preaches
Wine in the ashtray;
Cinders glow
A song smiles
With the Dance of dervishes
The Sufis’ coffee!
Barista
A brew of heaven
A poison
A vision
A fuming coffee goes down
The hell of a man
(The Shadorma is a poetic form consisting of a six-line stanza (or sestet). The form is alleged to have originated in Spain. Each
stanza has a syllable count of three syllables in the first line, five syllables in the second line, three syllables in the third
and fourth lines, seven syllables in the fifth line, and five syllables in the sixth line (3/5/3/3/7/5) for a total of 26
syllables. A poem may consist of one stanza, or an unlimited number of stanzas (a series of shadormas).
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68. COFFEE EPIC WAR
Now saucer with cup, cup with spoon,
To pot to pot, machine to machine soon,
Company against company with crew hoards,
Shadow warriors and punch lines on bill boards,
To be victors and vanquished queuing near banks,
With documents to milk money from investor ranks,
More outlets but a single inlet to thy hidden accounts,
And slay the small timers to eat the humble counts,
As orders roll, increased by infinite drills,
With craze impulse caressing the consumer’s thrills,
Rush to the coffee vales and dales for the best,
Seeds and plants of the native plains to attest,
Pour through a thousand bars of sin cities,
The lonesome connoisseur with loyalties,
While he drinks, they get royalties….

(Homer is the presumed author of the Iliad and the Odyssey, two epic poems that are the foundational works of ancient Greek
literature. The Iliad is set during the Trojan War, the ten-year siege of the city of Troy by a coalition of Greek kingdoms. It
focuses on a quarrel between King Agamemnon and the warrior Achilles lasting a few weeks during the last year of
the war. The Odyssey focuses on the ten-year journey home of Odysseus, king of Ithaca, after the fall of Troy. )
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69. COFFEE EXTREME
Breastaurants for coffee shooters,
Bikini barista, Twin peaks, or Hooters
Red neck heaven, Show-me’s, Chula’s
Bomb shells, Bone Daddy’s, Racks,
Mugs and jugs, Ojos Locos, Maid café,
Bikin’s sports bar and grill, Playboy clubs,
Café con Piernas, Nyitaimori, Nantaimori
Host and Hostess club, Sip n Dip lounge,
The winghouse bar and grill, Butler cafe
Tallywackers, Macho café, Cosplay
Skin shows and cleavage glows
What’s in a name?
Coffee is thy game,
Heaven and hell go highs and lows.
(The culture surrounding coffee and coffeehouses dates back to 16th century Turkey. Coffeehouses in Western Europe and the Eastern
Mediterranean were not only social hubs but also artistic and intellectual centres. Les Deux Magots in Paris, now a popular tourist
attraction, was once associated with the intellectuals Jean-Paul Sartre and Simone de Beauvoir. In the late 17th and 18th centuries,
coffeehouses in London became popular meeting places for artists, writers, and socialites, as well as centres for political
and commercial activity. In the 19th century a special coffee house culture developed in Vienna, the Viennese coffee
house, which then spread throughout Central Europe. Elements of modern coffeehouses include slow-paced
gourmet service, alternative brewing techniques, and inviting decor.)
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70. COFFEE GHAZAL
A young graceful doe, with wide blue eyes,
Sitting like a dove, she slips crooning highs;
Her smiles are fires, melts masculine ice,
Sitting on affairs, she burns coffee sighs;
The barista is sin, burns dust, aqua nice,
Sitting near espresso, kills all for a price;
Hooters or shooters, she plays cat and mice,
Sitting in breastaurant, paints lust pumice;
A perfumed coffeehouse, she, is the paradise,
Sitting in her heart, o Prasad! Play your dice!
(The ghazal-) is a form of amatory poem or ode, originating in Arabic poetry. A ghazal may be understood as a poetic expression of both
the pain of loss or separation and the beauty of love in spite of that pain. The ghazal form is ancient, tracing its origins to 7th-century
Arabic poetry. The ghazal spread into South Asia in the 12th century due to the influence of Sufi mystics and the courts of the new Islamic
Sultanate, and is now most prominently a form of poetry of many languages of the Indian subcontinent and Turkey. A ghazal commonly consists of five to fifteen couplets, which are independent, but are linked – abstractly, in their theme; and more strictly in
their poetic form. The structural requirements of the ghazal are similar in stringency to those of the Petrarchan sonnet.
In style and content, due to its highly allusive nature, the ghazal has proved capable of an extraordinary variety of
expression around its central themes of love and separation.)
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71. EAGLES' COFFEE
When the great eagle Garuda was carrying nectar
A few drops fell on the ground near some holy altar,
Some say there born a tobacco plant or coffee bush,
For me both are true for love or hate in rush or ambush;
Then one day the Norse god Odin in a great eagle form,
Stole the mead of Suttungr from Gunnlod’s love farm,
In Asgard he filled the vessels for the skalds everywhere,
A few drops fell on earth in his flight as rhymester’s share
Divine spat mixed with honey, brewed became poetry mead,
A cup of coffee with or without a puff of smoke is a poet’s need!

(Garuda- is a legendary bird or bird-like creature in Hindu, Buddhist and Jain faith. He is variously the vehicle mount (vahana) of the
Hindu god Vishnu, a dharma-protector and Astasena in Buddhism, and the Yaksha of the Jain Tirthankara Shantinatha. Brahminy kite is
considered as the contemporary representation of Garuda.
Odin - is a widely revered god in Germanic mythology. Norse mythology, the source of most surviving information about him, associates Odin with wisdom, healing, death, royalty, the gallows, knowledge, war, battle, victory, sorcery, poetry, frenzy, and the runic
alphabet, and project him as the husband of the goddess Frigg. He was often described in texts as king of the Germanic gods. In
wider Germanic mythology and paganism, the god was known in Old English and Old Saxon as Woden, in Old
Dutch as Wuodan, and in Old High German as Wuotan, all ultimately stemming from the ProtoGermanic theonym *Wodanaz.)
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72. GREEK COFFEE MYTH
Forced to realize an impossible dream up a hill
Modern Sisyphus took a cup of coffee to chill,
With susurrant sounds siss and phuss as drill,
He could cheat death in Sisyphean grill thrill.
Stretched and wretched by water and food,
Thirst and hunger incapacitating him to brood,
Tantalus bound by his sins lashing in flood,
He could cheat fate if coffee suffused his blood;
When Prometheus stole the fire to earth channel
From Heaven he brought it in the stalk of fennel
Quiet, where need is; and talking to the point- in flannel,
But Prometheus got punished severely by the gods’ panel
He could cheat torture if he tasted coffee in earth kernel
Till Hercules killed the eagle burrowing daily a liver tunnel.
( Sisyphus or Sisyphos- was the king of Ephyra (now known as Corinth). He was punished for his self-aggrandizing craftiness and deceitfulness by being
forced to roll an immense boulder up a hill only for it to roll down every time it neared the top, repeating this action for eternity. Tasks that are both
laborious and futile are therefore described as Sisyphean.
Tantalus- was a Greek mythological figure, most famous for his eternal punishment in Tartarus. He was also called Atys. He was made to stand in a pool
of water beneath a fruit tree with low branches, with the fruit ever eluding his grasp, and the water always receding before he could take a drink. The
Greeks used the proverb “Tantalean punishments”-in reference to those who have good things but are not permitted to enjoy them.
Prometheus- possibly meaning “forethought”), is a Titan god of fire. - is credited with the creation of humanity from clay, and who defies the
gods by stealing fire and giving it to humanity. Zeus, king of the Olympian gods, sentenced Prometheus to eternal torment for his
transgression. Prometheus was bound to a rock, and an eagle—the emblem of Zeus—was sent to eat his liver (in ancient Greece,
the liver was often thought to be the seat of human emotions). His liver would then grow back overnight, only to be eaten
again the next day in an ongoing cycle. Prometheus was eventually freed by the hero Heracles..)
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73. COFFEE BLEND
Cappuccino, machchiato, cortado, flat white, Latte,
And babyccino carries milk foam with steam float,
Brewed and filtered coffees, French press cafetiere,
Cold and flash brews, boiled and percolated entire;
Turkish, moka, mocha, vacuum, espresso, Americano,
Lungo, Manilo, Crema, Zorro, Doppio, Roberto, Cubano,
Ristretto, Guillermo, Romano and Coffee with milk or tea,
Liquer coffees- Irish, Pharasier, Rudesheimer, barraquito,
Carajillo, Pharasier, Gun fire of British Army and corretto;
Flavored Melya, marocchino, miel, mocha, Borgia, de olla,
Rapido y Sucio, with hazelnut or ice cream screaming hola!
Iced frappe, freddo, mazagran, palazzo, ice shot, shakerato,
Camp coffee, instant, affogato, medici, touba, canned toto;
Indian filter coffee, Double-double and so on and so forth,
Coffee world is a stage where one gets one’s own worth!
(Decaffeinated coffee is the devil’s blend- Anonymous.)
(A coffee blend is a mixture of two or more different origin coffee beans that are mixed together. The idea behind blends is to take
the best qualities from different origins to create a smooth, well-balanced tasting coffee. A lot of coffee blends are designed to
work either with or without milk. One of the main advantages of blends is the fact that they are not as overpowering as
single origins, so work well as the base for your traditional espresso-based drinks such as lattes and cappuccinos.)
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74. COFFEE SPLENDOR
In the milky sea
They were churning
With a tight rope snake,
Around a great mountain peak
As churning stick;
Like a huge upturned saucer
The gigantic tortoise’s back
Supported the stress like a mighty table,
A god with three eyes
Swallowed the poison that troubled
The efforts of the deities and the demons;
Another by-product was liquor
The demons claimed it with succor
One white elephant and a white horse
The chief of the deities got them;

And a female goddess of riches
Selected her partner the Lord of lords
Then came in flames
The god of healing with a pitcher
Boiling with energy bubbles;
When the demons snatched the nectar pot
And made a scene,
The all knowing god became a barista girl
Mesmerized the contenders
And in a cup of coffee
He served it to the deserved
That led to the first Deity- Demon War

(The Samudra Manthana- churning of the ocean) is one of the best-known episodes in the Hindu philosophy narrated in
the Bhagavata Purana, in the Mahabharata and in the Vishnu Purana. The Samudra Manthana explains the origin
of Amrita, the nectar of immortality and the omnipotent god of destruction Shiva drank the vish.- poison)
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75. COFFEE
The wakeup call in the morning
The breakup time in the afternoon
The pickup drink in the evening
The knock knock brew in the night
The heady liquor gave me headache
The gentle coffee soothed my heartache;
And he said, -when I am no more,
Sprinkle a few coffee flowers with roses,
And a handful of coffee beans amidst lilacs,
A little shower of coffee drops and dust
And –That’s all; I am off on Kharon’s ferry;
On the tombstone of my grave you can engrave
-Here lies the coffee lover, who is crazy and brave,
And of all the mangroves he liked the coffee grove’(Coffee is a brewed drink prepared from roasted coffee beans, the seeds of berries from certain Coffea species. When
coffee berries turn from green to bright red in color – indicating ripeness – they are picked, processed, and
dried. Dried coffee seeds (referred to as “beans”) are roasted to varying degrees, depending on the
desired flavor. Roasted beans are ground and then brewed with near-boiling water to produce the
beverage known as coffee.)
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COFFEE EXTRA

KAAPI- SOUTH INDIAN COFFEE
Madras, Kumbakonam, Andhra, Mylapore, or Mysore,
South Indian Filter Kaapi is connoisseur’s cynosure;
A revered Sufi saint Baba Budan brought, from Yemen,
Seven coffee beans, he planted in Chandragiri hill station;
After the Battle of Plassey, Calcutta was the coffee lover,
Then at Madras and later came coffee houses all over,
Boondh Bisneeru, Degree, meter or filter coffee with milk,
Regales even the tongues of the hard customers in bulk;
,
When a davarah receives coffee wave from a tumbler,
A hot golden brown tsunami wave dashes up and down,
A divine fragrance regales the dim, dark morose town,
Dumb looking buddies become loquacious, go ambler;
The most wanted thing in the morning town of east,
South –Indian breakfast and Filter coffee is a feast.
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THE CAFÉ,
THE BARISTA,
THE DIGITAL TRAMP
(AND 25 POEMS OF

coffeerotica)

Dr. Lanka Shiva Rama Prasad

1. THE TRAMP
Between the two hillocks
A tramp was kneading
A banana into a stream
In a hanging garden
Of time pass dream
A volcano was screaming
The oscillating winds died
In the unbearable humidity
The blanket of silence
Caressed the acrid nudity
The gyrating crimson red lava
Soon gravitated into black soil,
After the arresting oscillatory quakes
Green life overflowed the naked lakes

(Tramp is derived from a Middle English verb meaning to “walk with heavy footsteps” (trample) and “to go hiking”. Henry
Mayhew - distinguished several types of tramps, ranging from young people fleeing from abusive families, through
to people who made their living as wandering beggars and prostitutes.)
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2. THE BARISTA
The damp rain from the gorges
Traveled with the north wind.
On the Iris wings, a woodpecker
Knocked the door of that barishta
In a few slices of pointblank stillness
A new experience burnt her wet lips
The bird took away her crescent smile,
There the fireflies ignited the starlit sky
A faithful volcano burnt the hillocks
With a periodical craving in the valleys
The black forest glows with red torrent
And sinks into the moonshine of tides
In that coral island strips
Blue waters caress the cave lips
(A barista- (Italian) is a male or female “bartender” who typically works behind a counter, serving hot drinks (such as espresso),
cold alcoholic and non-alcoholic beverages, and snacks. The native plural in English is baristas, while in Italian the plural
is baristi for masculine (“barmen”, “bartenders”) or bariste for feminine (“barmaids”). In this poem Barishta represents barista, the Saki of Omar Khayyam.)
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3. THE CAFE
The house was dreaming an omen,
Empty glasses and chairs
With lust stains under dark stairs
Do not make men or women
She was Saki once
And knew the rituals by heart
No more they use clay
And the potter lost his wheel
On the threshold died a vision
Like the virginity
In between the knocks of a fusion
Fidelity is more vanity
In that perfumed open house beehive
Honeyed Coffee and biscuits are expensive
A coffeehouse, coffee shop, or café is an establishment that primarily serves coffee (of various types, e.g. espresso, latte, cappuccino). “café” generally refers to a diner, British café (colloquially called a “caff”), “greasy spoon” (a small and inexpensive restaurant), transport
café, teahouse or tea room, or other casual eating and drinking place. In the Middle East and in West Asian immigrant
districts in the Western world offer shisha ( nargile in Levantine Arabic, Greek and Turkish), flavored tobacco smoked
through a hookah. An espresso bar is a type of coffeehouse that specializes in serving espresso and espressobased drinks.
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4. THE GALLERY OF PASSIONS
Breakfast at Tiffany,
Lunch at Brestaurant Louvre,
Supper at Emmaus Restro,
Dinner at Brasserie and bistro,
Can you afford a date with me?
My knights prefer dark nights.
I serve passion fruits raised
Entirely in my organic garden
I serve coffee in the upstairs
Before you go to downtown
You can look at the milky way
And can touch the halfmoons
Visitors come and go like royals
Vasantasena smiles and un-smiles
Vasantasena (Fifth century BC) was a courtesan of Ujjayini according to ancient Indian literature, who earned fame and prosperity due
to her finesse in various art forms such as singing, dancing, poetry, and courting as well as for her beauty. She is the protagonist of the
Sanskrit play Mrcchakatika (The Little Clay Cart) written by Sudraka. Prostitute is derived from the Latin prostituta. Some sources
cite the verb as a composition of “pro” meaning “up front” or “forward” and “stituere”, defined as “to offer up for
sale” Another explanation is that prostituta is a composition of pro and statuere (to cause to stand, to station, place
erect). A literal translation therefore is: “to put up front for sale” or “to place forward”.
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5. BARGAINING WITH BARISTA
Pockets with holes
Do not interest big blonde sales;
In the wholesale market
Primetime selling demands etiquette
Tramps believe carpe diem,
Like dancing dervishes in trance time;
A wandering bard I am
An ancient catcher of tunes and dream
Art for art and heart to heart musings
Barter I can afford, a few runaway songs
I can pour my heart with loaded experiences
And sooth the hurt lockers with gay nuances
At the sand dune between the banana trunks
Our rendezvous shall be brief with coffee drinks
(Various coffeehouses catered to diverse groups of individuals who focused on specific topics of discussion. lessons were offered in
dancing, fencing, music, poetry, mathematics, Astronomy all under one roof.Other coffeehouses acted as a centre for social gathering
for less learned men. Helen Berry evaluates one coffeehouse, known as Moll King’s coffeehouse, which is depicted to be
frequented by lowlifes and drunkards as well as “an unusual wide social mix of male customers, from courtiers to Covent
Garden market traders and pimps.”It was also frequently associated with prostitution. Customers also habitually engaged in a type of conversation known as “flash”, a derivative of criminal speak.)
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6. NEW COVENANT
After the swirling flood of emotions,
What remains is the exhausted breath,
Some hasty relief followed by wetness,
A bit of disgust in faded irises of stillness
Looking at the hopeful starry sky,
Cooed she like a songbird perched high,
Looking at the wet earth with seafoam
Hissed he like a seagull out of storm
Bring me every day a new tune
From the coffee-tinged ancient dune,
To rejuvenate my sagging hillocks,
And to ignite fire in black wood locks
The tramp is a bard of Ethiopian bushes,
Like Kaldi the goatherd he had berry blushes
(Kaldi or Khalid was a legendary Ethiopian goatherd who discovered the coffee plant around 850 AD-, noticing that when his goats were
nibbling on the bright red berries of a certain bush, they became more energetic (jumping goats), chewed on the fruit himself. His
exhilaration prompted him to bring the berries to an Islamic monk in a nearby Sufi monastery (zawiyah), but the Sufi monk
disapproved of their use and threw them into a fire, from which an enticing aroma billowed. The roasted beans were
quickly raked from the embers, ground up, and dissolved in hot water, yielding the world’s first cup of coffee.)
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7. THE CAPRICIOUS E-SCAPE GOAT
Pan with his flute panned impromptu tunes,
Chased nymphs along with satyrs and fauns;
That goat special hircine stench of lust moans,
Brought nannies and does to the coffee zones;
Thor in goats’ chariot was on a thunderous ride,
A few lewd, randy whisperings were on high tide,
Wassailing Yule goats were the billies and bucks,
The Baphomet of Mendes was on occult sucks
On Ethiopian plains of harar, ghimbi, sidamo
Some evergreen bushes were in spring promo,
With green-yellow-red cherries of emerald wench
Its deific aroma stifling the goats’ bromo stench,
Kaldi the goatherd saw the caprine commotion,
Chomping a few berries, he danced in X-motion
(According to Norse mythology, the god of thunder, Thor, has a chariot that is pulled by the goats Tanngrisnir and Tanngnjóstr. “Going
Yule Goat” is similar to the British custom wassailing, both with heathen roots. The mineral bromine is named from the Greek word
“brümos”, which means “stench of he-goats”. The “Baphomet of Mendes” refers to a Satanic goat-like figure from 19thcentury occultism.In ancient Greek religion and mythology, Pan - is the god of the wild, shepherds and flocks, nature of
mountain wilds, rustic music and impromptus, and companion of the nymphs. He has the hindquarters, legs, and
horns of a goat, in the same manner as a faun or satyr.)
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8. BARISTA’S BARREN BARGE
As holy as my virginity is your goat story,
Said she, mixing coffee dust with hot milk,
Her cup was heaving with excitement of ilk,
Yes, you will be a perfect husband sans glory;
Sanctum sanctorum was the dreamy Serapeum
Served by the virgins of Mylitta in full decorum,
Silverware was shining in the ceramic quorum,
The fragrance of coffee betters Lilith’s perfume.
In a floating saucer she brought a liquid mystic,
With periods of interest she dribbled her plant,
His quaking lips were dreaming in vertical slant,
Piercing her earthenware with tongue tie rustic;
Percolated gray liquid perfused his dull neurons,
Preparing a pheromonic tune he ran for herons;
(In her book The Sacred Prostitute: Eternal Aspect of the Feminine, psychoanalyst Nancy Qualls-Corbett praised sacred prostitution as an
expression of female sexuality and a bridge between the latter and the divine, as well as a rupture from mundane sexual degradation.There are
two other “historic” accounts of sexual activities in and around the Babylonian temples, both of which have unduly influenced modern historians.
One was written by the Greek historian Herodotus in the fifth century B.C. and purports to describe religious prostitution in the
temple of the Goddess Mylitta; the other was written by the Roman traveller Strabo some four hundred years later, confirming
Herodotus.)In some Jewish folklore, such as the satiric Alphabet of Sirach (c. AD 700–1000), Lilith appears as Adam’s first
wife, who was created at the same time (Rosh Hashanah) and from the same clay as Adam )
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9. DANCING DERVISHES
The saint was whirling in a circle of meditation,
Kaldi poured the berries and cried in agitation,
-‘When my goats eat, say, these devil’s fruition,
They too dance but in crazy sleepless emotion’The Sufi bit a few and threw those bitter ones,
Into a fire; looked at them in indifferent tones;
But the fragrance from the red roasted beans,
Soon permeated the damp rooms by all means;
In a meditative look the dervish picked them,
Put them in a water bowl to cool the steam,
Damn devil drink- said he and tasted the elixir,
Whole night he danced and performed dhikr!
The tramp winked at barista throwing a signal,
She brought the brew ultimate as love arsenal;
(Dervish or Darvesh or Darwish - in Islam can refer broadly to members of a Sufi fraternity (tariqah), or more narrowly to a religious
mendicant, who chose or accepted material poverty. The latter usage is found particularly in Persian and Turkish (Dervis), corresponding
to the Arabic term faqir. Their focus is on the universal values of love and service, deserting the illusions of ego to reach God.
In most Sufi orders, a dervish is known to practice dhikr through physical exertions or religious practices to attain the
ecstatic trance to reach God. Their most common practice is Sama, which is associated with the 13th-century
mystic Rumi.)
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10. BARISTA’S LILITH ET LOVE
-‘Let’s stroll in the perfumed garden,
To pick up the memories wet sodden,
In Damiana yellow flowers laid on,
With marijuana, white lily and cinnamon;
Let’s bare some hot milk on the stove,
A pinch of cardamom and cacao drive,
Fresh honey from my hidden beehive
A bit of Robusta dust from coffee trove
Let’s spoon ourselves on pollen track,
And swim swift in sweet nectar pool;
Sighs become songs and eyelids drool,
Before the red rose petals become lilac’Me and my dreams! - cried the tramp,
At bar the barista was lighting the lamp.

(Lilith perhaps originated from an earlier class of female demons in the ancient Mesopotamian religion, found
in cuneiform texts of Sumer, Assyria, and Babylonia. In Hebrew-language texts, the term lilith or lilit (translated
as “night creatures”, “night monster”, “night hag”, or “screech owl”)
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11. BESIDE THE BUNN BUSH
Was this precious musk of the African civet
Queen Sheba won the favors of King Solomon?
Or the gifts of Aardvark, Anubis baboon, barbet,
Lion, hornbill, thrush, oriole, swallow and robin?
Sufi Shadhili found in the Kaffa region of Ethiopia,
Among the veronica, albizzia, militia, euphorbia,
Olea, croton, ficus trees and coffee arabica cherries,
Birds behaving erratic after eating the bunn berries;
May be his disciple Omar made the miracle drug,
That spread beyond borders under the Arabic rug,
From the Mocha- Yemen to the well-known world,
Coffee odyssey is a nice stimulating story unfurled -‘
Can I be a solo man to the heart of this She-barista?
With her spices and my riddles can we have a fiesta?
(The word “coffee” entered the English language in 1582 via the Dutch koffie, borrowed from the Ottoman Turkish kahve, in turn
borrowed from the Arabic qahwah; - the berry or plant, which are known in Arabic as bunn - in Somali and Oromo as bûn. The Moroccan
Sufi mystic Ghothul Akbar Nooruddin Abu al-Hasan al-Shadhili. When traveling in Ethiopia, the legend goes, he observed birds of
unusual vitality feeding on berries, and, upon trying the berries, experienced the same vitality. His disciple, Omar. - who was known for
his ability to cure the sick through prayer, was once deported from Mecca to a desert cave near the Ousab city. Starving, Omar chewed
berries from nearby shrubbery, but found them to be bitter. He tried roasting the beans to improve the flavor, but they
became hard. He then tried boiling them to soften the bean, which resulted in a fragrant brown liquid. After drinking
the liquid, Omar was regenerated and survived for days. As stories of this “miracle drug” reached Mecca, Omar
was asked to return and was made a saint.)
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12. FEAST OF THE PHONIES
From back bending to direct face to face,
Wise men and women discovered grace;
With that evolved g-rapes and embrace,
Spider mentality and menace with preface;
O Bard! Tell me, which side of the bread
You prefer to be jammed and buttered?
In these round cups and saucer vigor,
You need how much cream and sugar?
One Gebena, six ceni, two cups of water,
Yirgacheffe green beans roasted faster,
Me sugar, you salt, how does it matter?
Love or lust, what is that you barter? ‘O mister! Get up to have your cup of poison!
Day dreams and nightmares are true treason!

(Ethiopian Christmas, called Gena in Amharic, is a day of festivity. On this day Christians from all denomination gather to celebrate
and eat together. On this day a country that is politically and ethnically divided comes together. Drinking coffee— or Buna
as is called in Amharic— is customary during Christmas. However, people also drink coffee in special gatherings and
birthdays. Ethiopians usually drink coffee with a side of roasted grain mix snack called Kolo.)
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13. TOPLESS TORPEDOS
Lingering in a lingerie
Bikini barista burns the reverie
Espresso to sexpresso
Strophe, antistrophe recreate Paradiso
Cow girls smoking hot,
Peek A-brew the sweet spot
Grab n go Natte-Latte
Knotty bodies play café roulette
Like sommelier in fine restaurants,
Baristas make the best coffee currents
But Breastaurants bare body brides
With pasties, merkins and topless rides
The wanderer woke up in wilderness,
Under a tree near a café he felt bareness

Breastaurants are restaurants that employ skimpily-dressed female waiting staff. In early 1990s, after restaurant
chain Hooters opened in the United States. The format has since been adopted by other restaurants, including Redneck
Heaven, Tilted Kilt Pub & Eatery, Twin Peaks, Bombshells, Bone Daddy’s, Ojos Locos, Chula’s, Bikinis Sports Bar &
Grill, Racks, Show-Me’s, Mugs & Jugs, and The WingHouse Bar & Grill.
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14. SEVEN SEEDS OF COFFEE
In an amazing pilgrimage to Mecca,
Baba Budan Sufi brought Bunn bush
Seeds seven in his beard or tunic
Hiding them from the vigilant eyes
From the Yemeni port of Mocha
To the slopes of Chandragiri hills
In Chikkamagalur, Karnataka, India
An adventurous trip filled with thrills
From Bunn bush, O Coffee! You reached
Every household, holy and unholy;
Without you mornings go awry breached,
And some nights die in dalliances folly
But the song of coffee is well heard,
Igniting the hearts of romantic herd
Baba Budan was a 16th-century Sufi, revered by both Muslims and Hindus, whose shrine is at Baba Budangiri, Chikkamagalur, Karnataka, India.
He is said to have introduced the coffee plant to India by bringing seven raw beans from the port of Mocha, Yemen while coming back from
Hajj. In those days coffee was exported to other parts of the world in roasted or baked form so that no one could grow their own
and were forced to buy from the Yemenis. He brought seven beans because the number 7 is considered sacred in Islam. The
coffee plants were then raised at the place that bears his name.
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15. BUTTERFLIES IN THE BOSOM
It hurts to play flute
With Mizpah scars and noctiphany,
One needs a swift anodyne
To come out of kalopsia and brouhaha
My marriage with ale led to cagamosis
Many tonics and metanoia
And the panic of athazagoraphobia
Castrated me into anagapesis and tacenda
It hurts to play second
To a whiffler with ephemeral habromania
One cannot chase retrouvaille
With boketto look and jeremiad hook
In a snafu state I was in resfeber,
The barista’s coffee made me sober
( Mizpah= watch tower; Noctiphany= the manifestation of something that happens only at night; Anodyne= pain killer; Kalopsia= beautiful
sight; brouhaha= a noisy and over excited reaction; Cagamosis= an unhappy marriage; metatonia= change in one’s way of life from
penitence; athazagoraphobia= a fear of forgetting; anagapesis= falling out of love; tacenda= things that are best left unsaid;
whiffler= who frequently changes opinions; habromania= delusion of joyous imaginings; retrouvalle= to find something
again; gazing vacantly; jeremiad= a list of woes; snafu= chaos; resfeber= restlessness before a journey)
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16. HOT & COLD BEVERAGE
Don’t be an errorist or terrorist,
In a separation mousetrap who plays the cat?
All the dumbbells turn into noceur,
The antiscian search closes at the edge, not sure;
The moonlight sonata fades like mangata,
Tantrums and mantrums breath fauxpology,
On the blade’s edge you bleed memories
In an abditory cave ‘des vu’ overpowers you
You paint more gauche of monochopsis,
The wonder-wall recedes in wanderlust,
You absquatulate on your canoe of crisis
His ephemeral love sinks low under lust
O boy! What you need now is a banana split,
Or a cup of iced caramel macchiato, well lit!

( Errorist= one who makes errors; noceur= a person who stays up late at night; Antiscian= a person living on the other side of the
equator at the same meridian; Mangata= a road like reflection of the moon on the water; fauxopology= a false apology;
Abditory= a concealed location of storage; des vu= seen as soon as -forward; déjà vu= already seen; gauche= awkward;
monochopsis= a feeling of being out of place; wanderlust= desire to wander; Absquatulate= to leave suddenly;
ephemeral= transitory)
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17. A HODOPHILE’S FERNWEH
The quest for sehnsucht
The nemophilist’s sonder pursuit
The sojourner’s strikhedonia
The solivagant’s eleutheromania
A selcouth experience
A peregrinate sturmfrei,
A wayfarer’s yugen
A livsnjutare’s engrossment
The numinous feeling of transience,
The depaysement of desolation,
The vagaries of coddiwomple sense
The AnnuMiarabilis expectation
I need hot double espresso
To derive cosmopolitan torso

(Hodophile= lover of roads; fernweh= farsickening= wanderlust; sehensucht= longing; nemophilist= a haunter of the woods; sonder=
a feeling that everyone has a complex life as his own; Strikhedonia= the pleasure of saying- to hell with it; solivagant=
solitary wandering; Eleutheromania= a zeal for freedom; selcouth = peculiar; sturmfrei= storm free; yugen= mysterious;
livsnjutare= loves life fully; depaysement= a feeling of not being at home; coddiwomple= to travel towards a
vague destination; Annu Mirabilis= marvelous year)
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18. THE COCKAIGNE TRAVELER
The escape from ecophobia worst,
After conquering the schwellenangst,
I reached the land of Cockaigne
Withintense commuovere refrain
The wanderlust thaws the lust ice,
Quaquaversals pour at best price,
Saudade appears in tranquil Ville
A warm hygge dawns at trouvaille
The novaturient chases rainbows
The onism sense breaks the vows
The eudaimonia spreads all over
The allure navigates the traveler
I am the dervish at your doorstep
Waiting for a cup of coffee and pep

(Cockaigne= an imaginary land of great luxury and ease; Schwellenangst= a fear to cross threshold; commuovere= to stir;
quaquaversals= directed outwards in all directions from a central point; saudade= a melancholic longing; hygge= a feeling
of comfortability; novaturient= desiring change; onism= the awareness of how little of the world you will experience;
Eudaimonia= happiness)
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19. MILK AND DECOCTION
Give me a single shot of espresso,
With steamed milk o Antoccino!
Or half milk and half cream
And espresso for a brief breve
Café au lait, café con leche, kawa biala,
Milchkaffee, koffeeverkeerd or mélange,
What’s in a name they brew the same,
My milk and your decoction in a shared game
A bit of Vietnamese ice- the ca phesua da,
Without ice ca phesuanong can fight eagle;
Café bombon of Spain or kopitiams of Malaysia,
Upside down coffee or Hafuch of Israel’s panacea
Coratado, flat white, kopi susu, macchiato or Kapi,
Grant me my coffee regular along with your toffee!

(Milk coffee is a category of coffee-based drinks made with milk. Johan Nieuhof, the Dutch ambassador to China, is credited as the
first person to drink coffee with milk when he experimented with it around 1660.)
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20. COFFEE-TINGED VODKA LIPS
A sudden storm slashed the open bar,
The lights went dim in cool breeze war,
With sojourners in, they closed the door,
The lyre broke into a song hot and sour;
Opening the door burst like a hasty gale,
The tramp entered and ordered mudslide,
White and black Russians caught his glide
The Kentucky guy lifted his revolver ale
In that dark and stormy tale of trance,
Lovers raspberry lips sangIrish rummoto,
Brave bull, Colorado bull dog per chance
Vied with Siciliano, Martini and Affogato
With Kahlua sour, B52 or mind erasure,
Orgasm’s high pitch filled the enclosure
(A liqueur coffee is beverage that consists of coffee and a shot of liqueur. It is typically served in a liqueur glass, accompanied many
times with cream and sugar. Coffee liqueur beverages are served in different fashions and can be found throughout many countries.
One of the most popular liqueur coffee beverage is commonly known as Irish Coffee. Liqueur coffee beverages are largely classified
as cocktails as well as digestifs which are aimed at aiding the digestive process typically after a meal.Coffee-Based Alcoholic
Drinks-Espresso Martini-Black Russian-White Russian-Mudslide-Irish -coffee-Kentucky Coffee-Revolver-Dark & Stormy Coffee Cock-

tail-Raspberry Coffee Cocktail- Turkish Coffee Sour-Iced Rum Coffee-Siciliano-Affogato Cocktail-Kahlua-Kahlua Sour-Mind EraserB52-Brave Bull-Kahlua Cold Brew Tonic-Orgasm-Colorado Bulldog)
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21. COFFEE, TEA OR ME
A teetotaler I am, the tale spinner,
Coffee, tea or ale, I prefer at dinner,
With mobile net, a perpetual sinner,
World wide web I weave robust thinner;
In China I met the happy mix yuenyueng
Then the kopi-chem in Malaysian tongue,
And miss spreeze in Ethiopian harangue,
Like mandarin ducks in perpetual song
David’s oculi in the bath of Bathsheba,
Greek hetairai Cyrene with clepsydra,
The free session of Lais with Diogenes
Corinth’s courtesan had the best genes
The finest coffee and tea go well together,
Like you and me in hot and cold weather

(Yuenyeung -or yuanyang (in Mandarin), coffee with tea, also commonly known as Kopi Cham in Malaysia ( from the Hokkien cham, “mix”)is a popular beverage in Hong Kong. Made of a mixture of three parts of coffee and seven parts of Hong Kong-style milk tea, it can be served hot or
cold.Tea mixed with coffee is also consumed in Ethiopia, where it is known as spreeze.The name Yuenyeung, which refers to mandarin
ducks (Yuanyang), is a symbol of conjugal love in) Chinese culture, as the birds usually appear in pairs and the male and female
look very different. This same connotation of a “pair” of two unlike items is used to name this drink.)
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22. NOISES OF COFFEE BREWING
Is it the cry of the cuckoo or the quail?
Or is it the bee whiz or flamingo’s wail?
Or the spotted necked pigeon or goose?
May be the peacock and hen let it loose!
The crow and the cockcrow on the perch,
The serpents’ hiss before the bite search,
Living flutes move in and out of screech,
Emerald tufts quiver near cherry breech
Monkeys, tigers, tortoises, cicada, phoenix
Rabbits, fish, crane and dragon’s spot of fix,
Coffeehouse is the high garden of fragrance,
Where philosophy and passion have dalliance
It is like drinking from the fountain of youth,
Coffee at any time is a passion in search of truth;
(Coffitivity recreates the ambient sounds of a cafe to boost your creativity and help you work better. A mating call is the auditory signal
used by animals to attract mates. It can occur in males or females, but literature is abundantly favoured toward researching mating calls in
males. In addition, mating calls are often the subject of mate choice, in which the preferences of one gender for a certain type
of mating call can drive sexual selection in a species. This can result in sympatric speciation of some animals, where two
species diverge from each other while living in the same environment.crickets that vibrate their wings, birds that flap
their feathers, and frogs that use an air sac instead of lungs.)
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23. THE ONEIRIC CAFÉ
From sleep temple to awakening cafe,
Coffee made the variance to early escape,
Dream analysis to fine delightful romance,
Coffeehouses replaced the late Asclepieions
Tapas, traiteurs, tabernacles and taverns
Kafanas,kneipes, motels, hotels, saloons,
Pubs, inns andizakayas with red lanterns
Food, drinks and rest served in gay balloons
Where people dream future in coffee fumes,
Where lads flirt with signs of ardent themes,
Where bards and poets scribble fine memes,
Where brief dalliances rise and fall in mimes
There one can live with full life of joy steam,
A café is an ark of dream in a riotous stream
(The tendency of using coffee-shops as a place to study and work for both students and workers has its genesis in the late 20th century
and it’s now a global trend.Concerning workers, this phenomenon is deeply embedded in the 21st century Post-Fordism paradigm and
in its way of conceiving flexibility as a key feature in modern age organizations. The rise of Information Technology and the shift from Mass
marketing to flexible specialization have softened the boundaries between home life and work life. Companies tend to
focus on results and goals, leaving the employees free of time or place constraints. A Gallup survey showed that, not
only American employees and employers are working more remotely, but this practice, viewed as broadly
beneficial, is actually boosting productivity.)Oneiric is an adjective that describes things related to dreams.)
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24. THE MODERN BARISTA
-‘Where are those who were before us?’Saki said- those princes of the nations,
Those sojourners, wanderers and tramps,
Those who played with us bar bare girls?
All those tawaif, Almeh, Oirans, Geishas,
Kisaeng, Ca tru, nagarvadhu, Shamakhi, Yijis
The endless passions in moonshine sales
All have vanished into pleasure time tales
The wanderers seize the day and exit,
Emptied cups we throw them into dust,
Cups and saucers do break like our bodies,
It is with Death we play our espresso dice
The fragrance of coffee pour life into omnibus,
But say, where are those who were before us?
(Beyond the preparation of espresso and other beverages and general customer service, skilled baristas acquire knowledge of the
entire process of coffee to effectively prepare a desired cup of coffee, including maintenance and programming of the machine, grinding
methods, roasting, and coffee plant cultivation, similar to how a sommelier is familiar with the entire process of wine making
and consumption. A barista can acquire these skills by attending training classes, or learn on the job. The
word barista comes from Italian, where it means a male or female “bartender” who typically works behind a counter)
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25. THE DIGITAL NOMAD
In search of life’s oracles, we wander
At Serapeum caves and modern cafes;
Vestals, Saki, barista are the priestesses
In the temples of hearth and sacred fires
It is not about the pleasures of the day,
But the fear of death at night bothers us;
Those who came before us were all gone
But, where? our quest was always a new born;
Is it the coffee or the cup and saucer?
Is it the barista or the bar or the buyer?
Is it the life or death we are in much scare?
Is it you or she or He who takes your care?
Oracle says ‘when barista pours her passion poison,
Enjoy coffee,o digital nomad! don’t look for reason!
(Wanderlust is a strong desire to wander or travel and explore the world. The first documented use of the term in English occurred in
1902 as a reflection of German Romanticism and the German system of apprenticeship (the journeyman), as well as the custom of
adolescent wanderings in search of unity with nature- wandern (‘to hike’) and Lust (‘desire’). In recent years, the word Wanderlust is
less commonly used in German, having been largely supplanted in the sense of ‘desire to travel’ by Fernweh (‘a longing for
far-away places’), - an antonym to Heimweh, ‘homesickness’.)Digital nomads use telecommunications technologies
to earn a living and, more generally, conduct their life in a nomadic manner. in the book Digital Nomad written
by TsugioMakimoto and David Manners they coined the term.)
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COFFEE NOTES (WIKI)
The word “coffee” entered the English language in 1582 via the Dutch koffie, borrowed from the Ottoman
Turkish kahve, in turn borrowed from the Arabic qahwah - a type of wine, whose - the verb qahâ -”to lack
hunger- Arabic quwwa (“power, energy”),
Kaffa, a medieval kingdom in Ethiopia whence the plant was exported to Arabia; the berry or plant (the products
of the region), which are known in Arabic as bunn and in Somali and Oromo as bun.
Semitic languages had the root qhh, “dark color”, which became a natural designation for the beverage.
According to this analysis, the feminine form qahwah (also meaning “dark in color, dull(ing), dry, sour”) was
likely chosen to parallel the feminine khamr ( “wine”), and originally meant “the dark one”.
The Moroccan Sufi mystic Ghothul Akbar Nooruddin Abu al-Hasan al-Shadhili. When traveling in Ethiopia, the
legend goes, he observed birds of unusual vitality feeding on berries, and, upon trying the berries, experienced
the same vitality. Other accounts attribute the discovery of coffee to Sheikh Abu al-Hasan ash-Shadhili’s disciple,
Omar. According to the ancient chronicle (preserved in the Abd-Al-Kadir manuscript), Omar, who was known
for his ability to cure the sick through prayer, was once exiled from Mecca to a desert cave near Ousab.
Starving, Omar chewed berries from nearby shrubbery, but found them to be bitter. He tried roasting the
beans to improve the flavor, but they became hard. He then tried boiling them to soften the bean, which
resulted in a fragrant brown liquid. Upon drinking the liquid Omar was revitalized and sustained for days. As
stories of this “miracle drug” reached Mecca, Omar was asked to return and was made a saint.
Coffee was primarily consumed in the Islamic world where it originated and was directly related to religious
practices. For example, coffee helped its consumers fast in the day and stay awake at night, during the Muslim
celebration of Ramadan. It [coffee] became associated with Muhammad’s birthday. Indeed, various legends
ascribed coffee’s origins to Muhammad, who, through the archangel Gabriel, brought it to man to replace the
wine which Islam forbade.
Another account involves a 9th-century Ethiopian goat-herder, Kaldi, who, noticing the energizing effects when
his flock nibbled on the bright red berries of a certain bush, chewed on the fruit himself. His exhilaration
prompted him to bring the berries to a monk in a nearby monastery. But the monk disapproved of their use
and threw them into the fire, from which an enticing aroma billowed, causing other monks to come and
investigate. The roasted beans were quickly raked from the embers, ground up, and dissolved in hot
water, yielding the world’s first cup of coffee.
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COFFEE TRIVIA
1.

Espresso- to force out. (Latin-meaning “under pressure.”)

2.

Cappuccino- the color of clothing of the friars of capuchin order

3.

Coffee- the first food to be freeze dried

4.

Ibrik- the Turkish pot to make coffee

5.

Java and Mocha- the ports of coffee export

6.

It takes about 42 espresso coffee beans to produce a single shot of espresso.

7.

About 4,000 coffee beans are required to produce one pound of roasted coffee.

8.

There are about 600,000 coffee beans in a 132-pound sack of coffee beans.

9.

A coffee tree typically reaches maturity in about 5 years.

10. A coffee plant typically yields about one pound of coffee each year
11. Both Arabica and Robusta coffee plants will produce coffee beans for more than 25 years if they are well taken care of.
12. About 400 billion cups of coffee are consumed each year.
13. The U.S. population consumes about 400 million cups of coffee each day,
14. The average United States adult drinks about 400 cups of coffee annually.
15. The United States consumes about one fifth of the world’s coffee.
16. The term Cup of Joe was coined after Admiral Josephus “Joe” Daniels prohibited alcohol aboard Navy ships and so the
men began drinking coffee instead, which they nicknamed Cup of Joe in honor of their Admiral whose actions led to
their choice of beverage.
17. It takes about 4,000 coffee beans to make one pound of roasted Arabica Coffee, and since there are two beans in
each cherry it takes 2,000 cherry (or 1,000 peaberry fruits).
18. It takes about 5 cups of coffee to reach the 12 microgram level. in the Olympics, beyond which the athlete will be
banned from competing.
19. Cowboy coffee-, in the old days, cow boys were known to brew their coffee by putting some into a sock and then
putting it in cold water and heating it over a campfire, then pouring it into their tin cup.
20. An acre of coffee plants typically produces about 10,000 coffee cherry.
21. Nearly 4 billion coffee trees are growing in Brazil.
22. There are about 25 million coffee trade workers worldwide.
23. Japan’s official Coffee Day takes place every October 1st.
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24. Iced coffee- canned- has been very popular in Japan since 1945.
25. Kona Snow, the highly aromatic blossoms of the Kona coffee plants produce a scent described as between jasmine
and orange.
26. Coffee has 800 distinct flavor characteristics
27. Human bodies may absorb, at most, about 300 milligrams of caffeine.
28. The human body dissipates about 20% of its caffeine each hour.
29. A typical cup of coffee contains about 150 milligrams of caffeine.
30. 10 grams of caffeine is considered lethal to humans.
31. Espresso consists of about 2.5% fat.
32. About 2.5 million pounds of coffee are imported into the United States annually.
33. More than 2,300 ships are being used to transport coffee worldwide.
34. About 16 billion pounds of coffee were produced worldwide in 2007. Most of this coffee was hand-picked.
35. The specialty coffee industry generates about $2 billion annually,
36. Using hot air to roast coffee by heating up a roasting chamber (with natural gas as the fuel) was first done in 1885.
Today it remains the preferred method of coffee roasting.
37. More than 63 plants contain caffeine in either the seeds, fruits, or leaves. Caffeine was first isolated from coffee
plants in 1820.
38. Coffee shops in Japan are known as Kissaten. Tokyo has more than 10,000 coffee cafes and also thousands of coffee
vending machines.
39. Coffee starts out as a yellow berry, change into a red berry and then is picked by hand to harvest. Through water
soaking process the red berry is de-shelled and left inside is the green coffee bean. This bean then dries in the sun for
3-5 days where it is then packed and ready for sale.
40. The most expensive coffee in the world is grown in Indonesia and referred to as Civet or Kopi Luwak coffee. The Asian
Palm Civet a wild rodent eats the coffee cherries but can’t digest them. After the cherries have been fully digested
farmers pick them up and sell the coffee beans for upwards of over $75.00 per pound.
41. Single Origin Coffee: Coffee that is from a single estate, single farm, has one origin.
42. The average yield from one tree is the equivalent of one roasted pound of coffee.
43. In 1824 Thomas Jefferson deemed coffee “The favorite drink of the civilized world”.
44. Coffee is the second largest traded commodity in the world, oil is the largest.
45. The Specialty Coffee Association of America (SCAA) estimates the specialty coffee revenue in 2006 at over
$12.2 billion in sales. Over 75% of this business occurs in coffee cafes and coffee beverage retailers.
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46. According to a 2008 National Coffee Association (NCA) study, daily coffee consumption increased 3% in (2007) over
the previous year (2006), while daily coffee consumption of any kind is down 2% for the same time. Gourmet coffee
includes espresso-based drinks.
47. In Africa coffee beans are soaked in water mixed with spices and served as candy to chew.
48. Brazil is the largest coffee producer in the world today producing over 44 million bags of coffee each year.
49. The U.S. is the largest coffee consuming country in the world, estimating 400 million cups per day. (Hopefully not
Styrofoam cups)
50. There are 65 countries in the world that grow coffee and they are all along the equator.
51. Mocha Java Coffee: Mocha is the name of the largest port in Yemen, here is where all the African coffee beans are
traded and transported. Java is the name of an island in Indonesia where the Java Bean comes from. Both coffees are
a dark bean and provide a very rich and bold coffee, when you mix the two together you get Mocha Java coffee.
52. Coffee in the United States is mainly only grown in California, Hawaii and Puerto Rico, - Kona coffee plant growing in
Ohio for 20 years.
53. In 1675 Charles II, King of England issued a proclamation banning Coffee Houses. He stated Coffee Houses were places
where people met to plot against him.
54. Black coffee with no additives contains no calories.
55. There are two types of coffee plants, Arabica and Robusta, Arabica being the higher-grade coffee bean.
56. An expert in brewing Turkish coffee is known as a “kahveci”.
57. Robusta coffee beans have twice as much caffeine than Arabica beans, but are of less quality.
58. A regular 8oz cup of coffee contains an average of 75-150 milligrams of caffeine, most physicians call this a “therapeutic dose”.
59. There is no such coffee as decaffeinated coffee, decaffeinated coffee has about 50% less caffeine than regular coffee.
The caffeine is removed by two different processes, solvent bases and non-solvent based.
60. The darkest roasted coffee has the least amount of caffeine and the lightest roasted coffee has the highest amounts of
caffeine. Simple science, the longer you roast coffee it gets darker and the caffeine evaporates. So if you really want
that wake me up jolt go for the lightest roast you can find.
61. Espresso Coffee has just one third of the caffeine content of a cup of regular coffee.
62. James Mason invented the coffee percolator on December 26, 1865.
63. Instant coffee was invented in 1901 by a Japanese American chemist known as Satori Kato. Later in 1906 a more
known English chemist known as George Constant Washington claimed he invented instant coffee.
64. On May 11, 1926, the slogan “Maxwell House Good to the last drop” was trademark registered.
65. Melitta Bentz a housewife from Dresden, Germany, invented the first coffee filter in 1908.
66. In 1822, the first espresso machine was made in France.
67.
In 1933, Dr. Ernest Illy invented the first automatic espresso machine.
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68. It takes five years for a coffee tree to reach full maturity, coffee trees can live up to 100 years
69. The custom of tipping waiters originated in early European Coffee Houses, to receive good service in that loud, dirty,
hectic place you needed to Tip Big.
70. In the 17th century when coffee came to Europe Pope Clement VIII banned coffee stating it was the “Devils Tool”.
71. The term “Cowboy Coffee” originated from Cowboys using their dirty socks out on the trail as coffee filters. They filled
there sock with coffee beans, immersed the sock in boiling water then squeezed the coffee into their cups.
72. Both the American Revolution and the French Revolution were plotted in coffee houses.
73. Dorothy Jones of Boston was the first American coffee trader, in 1670 she was granted a license to sell coffee.
74. Coffee sacks are usually made of hemp and weigh approximately 132 pounds when they are full of green coffee
beans. It takes over 600,000 beans to fill a coffee sack.

75. Coffee forged a social revolution- It was also drunk in the ubiquitous public coffee houses – qahveh khaneh –
which sprang up in villages, towns and cities across the Middle East and east Africa. These coffee houses soon became
all the rage and were the place to go to socialise. Coffee drinking and conversation were complemented by all manner
of entertainment: musical performances, dancing, games of chess and, most crucially, gossiping, arguing and discussing
the breaking news of the day (or night). These coffee houses soon became known as ‘schools of the wise’,
English coffeehouses in the 17th and 18th centuries were public social places where men would meet for conversation
and commerce. For the price of a penny, customers purchased a cup of coffee and admission. Travellers introduced
coffee as a beverage to England during the mid-17th century; previously it had been consumed mainly for its supposed
medicinal properties. Coffeehouses also served tea and hot chocolate as well as a light meal.
The historian Brian Cowan describes English coffeehouses as “places where people gathered to drink coffee, learn the
news of the day, and perhaps to meet with other local residents and discuss matters of mutual concern.
Early Oxford coffeehouses (“penny universities”)- Anyone who had a penny could come inside. Students from the
universities also frequented the coffeehouses, sometimes even spending more time at the shops than at school. Early
Oxford coffeehouse virtuosi included Christopher Wren, Peter Pett, Thomas Millington, Timothy Baldwin, and John
Lampshire, to name a few.
76. Coffee was known as ‘the devil’s cup’- Initially, coffee met with the suspicion and religious prejudice it had suffered in
the Middle East and Turkey. To Catholics it was the ‘bitter invention of Satan’, carrying the whiff of Islam, and it
seemed suspiciously like a substitute for wine as used in the Eucharist; in any event, it was outlawed. Such was the
consternation that Pope Clement VIII had to intervene: he sampled coffee for himself and decreed that it was indeed
a Christian as well as a Muslim drink. On tasting it he wittily declared: “This devil’s drink is so delicious… we should
cheat the devil by baptizing it!” From then on, coffee has been dubbed the devil’s drink, or the devil’s cup.
77. Breastaurants- are restaurants that employ skimpily-dressed female waiting staff. The term dates from the early 1990s,
after restaurant chain Hooters opened in the United States. The format has since been adopted by other
restaurants, including Redneck Heaven, Tilted Kilt Pub & Eatery, Twin Peaks, Bombshells, Bone
Daddy’s, Ojos Locos, Chula’s, Bikinis Sports Bar & Grill, Racks, Show-Me’s, Mugs & Jugs, and The
WingHouse Bar & Grill. Hooters is credited as the first breastaurant, having operated since 1983.
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Other companies soon adopted the format. According to food industry research firm Technomic, the top three
breastaurant chains in the United States after Hooters each had sales growth of 30% or more in 2011.These restaurants
often use a sexual double-entendre brand name and may also have appropriate themes, both in decoration and menu.
The restaurants may offer perks for customers, such as alcohol and flirty servers.

78. TYPES OF COFFEE
AFFOGATO- Espresso poured on a vanilla ice cream. Served in a cappuccino cup.
AMERICANO (or ESPRESSO AMERICANO)- Espresso with added hot water (100–150 ml). Often served in a cappuccino
cup. (The espresso is added into the hot water rather than all the water being flowed through the coffee that would
lead to over extraction.)
CAFFÈ LATTE- A tall, mild ‘milk coffee’ (about 150-300 ml). An espresso with steamed milk and only a little milk foam
poured over it
CAFFÈ MOCHA- A caffè latte with chocolate and whipped cream, made by pouring about 2 cl of chocolate sauce into
the glass, followed by an espresso shot and steamed milk.
CAFÈ AU LAIT- French morning coffee. Made by mixing dark roasted filter coffee (often prepared with French Press)
and warm milk.
CAPPUCCINO- A coffee drink consisting of espresso and a milk foam mixture (drink size about 160–240 ml).
COLD BREW COFFEE- Cold Brew Coffee is a smooth, cold beverage prepared by brewing freshly ground coffee in cold
water. In the Cold Brew process, time makes up for heat.
DOUBLE ESPRESSO (DOPPIO)- Double portion of espresso in a cappuccino/espresso cup.
ESPRESSO- A short, strong drink (about 30 ml) served in an espresso cup.
ESPRESSO CON PANNA- A shot of espresso topped with whipped cream.
SPRESSO MACCHIATO- Espresso with a little milk foam (drink size about 50 ml). .
FLAT WHITE- A coffee drink with a double espresso and lightly frosted milk (About 150–240 ml). Served in a glass.
FRAPPÉ- Rich iced coffee made of espresso, milk and ice. Flavored syrup can be added (about 300 ml). Mixed in a
blender and served for example in a latte glass.
FREAKSHAKE- Basically anything that is blended/mixed/stirred and served with various topping that are very
“instagrammable”. Coffee Freakshakes are often made with cold brew coffee.
ICED LATTE- Ice, cold milk and an espresso in a latte glass (about 300 ml), often mixed with some sugar or flavoured
syrup. Served in a latte glass.
ICED MOCHA- Cold Caffè mocha. Prepared like iced latte, but garnished and flavoured like caffè mocha (about 300
ml). Served in a latte glass.
IRISH COFFEE- Classic coffee coctail where Irish whiskey is mixed with filter coffee and topped
with thin layer of gently whipped cream.
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LATTE MACCHIATO- Like a traditional caffè latte, but with a thicker layer of foam. Often made by pouring an espresso
last into the milk (drink size about 300 ml). Served in a latte glass.
LUNGO (or ESPRESSO LUNGO)- An espresso pulled long (50–60 ml). Served in an espresso /cappuccino cup.
RISTRETTO (or ESPRESSO RISTRETTO)- A very short shot of espresso (about 20 ml). Served in an espresso cup.

COFFEE GLOSSARY
AFFOGATO- Ice cream ( vanilla) “drowned” with a shot of espresso.
AMERICANO- A shot of espresso diluted with hot water.
BARISTA- The person who prepares coffee at a coffee bar.
CAPPUCCINO- An espresso shot combined with foamed steamed milk. Five to seven ounces.
CHEMEX- The classic hourglass-shaped filter coffee brewer. Chemex filters are denser than other paper filters, and
many believe that this creates a sweeter, well-balanced cup of coffee.
CLEVER COFFEE DRIPPER- Recently introduced, a filter cone with a stopper that lets coffee steep before dripping,
extracting more flavor.
CLOVER- High-tech single-cup brewing machine. Company was bought by Starbucks in 2007.
COLD DRIP COFFEE- Coffee grounds are steeped in cold water for about 12 hours, then strained to make a concentrate
that’s used for iced coffee and cut with milk or water. It’s associated with New Orleans.
CORTADO- Espresso topped with flat steamed milk, 4 to 4 1/2 ounces total.
CREMA- Thick, caramel-colored emulsified oils that sit on top of an espresso.
CUP OF EXCELLENCE- A competition to determine the best coffee bean grown in a particular nation. The top Cup of
Excellence (C.O.E.) lots fetch significantly higher prices at auction.
CUPPING- Tasting method used by coffee professionals. Coarsely ground coffee is steeped with hot water in shallow
bowls, then slurped from flat spoons.
DARK ROAST- Coffee beans roasted until they exude oils.
DIRECT TRADE- When coffee roasters buy directly from farms rather than from brokers. Proponents say it increases
coffee quality and gives farmers more power.
DRIP COFFEE- Coffee made with a filter, a press pot, a percolator or a countertop coffee maker. Flavor is extracted by
contact with water not under pressure.
ESPRESSO- Concentrated coffee made when hot water is forced at pressure through fine coffee grounds.
Usually slightly less than 2 ounces total. Baristas prefer 8 to 10 bars of pressure and 15 to 25 grams
of coffee.
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EXTRACTION- Drawing flavor from coffee grounds. Coffee can be under extracted and taste sour or over extracted and
taste bitter.
FAIR TRADE- A private program that certifies that farmers or coffee growers are paid a minimum price for coffee.
FILTER COFFEE- Drip coffee made with a ceramic, glass or plastic cone lined with a paper filter. Favored by professionals
because it gives them control over water temperature — ideally 200 to 210 degrees. This coffee is sediment free,
though some believe the filters add unwanted flavor.
FLAT WHITE- Espresso with flat, steamed milk, about 5 to 7 ounces.
FRENCH PRESS- Coffee made by steeping grounds with hot water in a vessel with a plunger and metal filter that
pushes the grounds to the bottom. Often used in coffee bars for limited-edition coffees. Also called a press pot.
GREEN BEANS- Unroasted coffee beans.
LATTE- Espresso with steamed milk, 8 ounces or more total.
LATTE ART- The pattern formed by rhythmically pouring steamed milk into an espresso drink. Decorative and
demonstrative; only properly steamed milk will hold a form.
MACCHIATO- Espresso topped with a dab of foamed steamed milk, about 2 to 3 ounces total.
MICRO-LOT- Coffee from a single farm, or a specific part of that farm.
MOCHA- Espresso mixed with chocolate syrup and steamed milk.
NEL DRIP- Short for “flannel drip,” it’s a form of drip coffee that uses flannel filters imported from Japan. The filters
are temperamental, and must be washed by hand and kept chilled when not in use.
PORTAFILTER- The filter basket and handle on an espresso machine.
POUR-OVER COFFEE- A method of drip coffee developed in Japan in which the water is poured in a thin, steady, slow
stream over a filter cone. One cup of coffee takes as long as three minutes to brew. Some coffee bars have pour-over
setups with several cones and distinctive swan-neck kettles from Japan.
PUCK- Spent coffee from a portafilter or Clover.
PULL- Espresso shots are “pulled.” The term is a holdover from when machines were lever operated.
REDEYE- A cup of brewed coffee with espresso.
RISTRETTO- Espresso pulled short — with less water — for a smaller, more concentrated drink.
ROAST- Unpalatable green beans are heated to create complex flavors that are extracted during brewing.
ROAST DATE- Most small-batch roasters print the roast date on bags of coffee. The rule of thumb is that coffee
should be used within two weeks, and some coffee bars won’t sell beans more than a week after they have
been roasted.
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SEASONAL COFFEE- Coffee beans ripen at different times of the year in different regions, and can appear in markets
and coffee bars for limited times.
SINGLE ORIGIN- Coffee from a particular region, farm or area within a farm.
SIPHON- A coffeemaking device, using vacuum pressure and a series of vessels, that originated in the 19th century. It
recently gained popularity in Japan and is being used more in the United States. Despite its complications, it is known
for producing fruity, bright coffee.
SLOW DRIPPER- Devices imported from Japan with a glass sphere and a series of tubes and valves that make coffee
with cold water in about 12 hours.
TRIFECTA- A high-tech single-cup coffee brewer introduced this year.

COFFEE TERMINOLOGY (Scribblers)
ACIDITY The pleasant tartness of a fine coffee, often referred to as brightness or liveliness that carries the high
notes of flavor in a coffee.
AEROPRESS A device for brewing coffee. Coffee is steeped for 10–50 seconds (depending on grind and preferred
strength) - forced through a filter by pressing the plunger through the tube.
AFFOGATO Ice cream (traditionally vanilla) “drowned” with a shot of espresso.
AGED COFFEE Coffee that is held in warehouses for several years, sometimes deliberately, sometimes
inadvertently. Such aging reduces acidity and increases body.
AMERICAN ROAST Also known as a “City Roast,” coffee beans are medium brown and offer full flavor, acidity,
and varietal character; the roast style traditionally preferred in the U.S.
AMERICANO An espresso that is cut with very hot water to fill an American-size cup.
ARABICA The earliest cultivated species of coffee tree (Coffea arabica), it accounts for 70 percent of the world’s
coffee and is dramatically superior in cup quality to other coffee species.
AROMA The smell that is released from freshly ground coffee (dry aroma) and from freshly brewed coffee.
BALANCE A tasting term applied to a coffee for which no single characteristic overwhelms the others, yet the
coffee displays sufficient complexity to be interesting.
BARISTA - Italian term for a skilled, experienced espresso bar operator.
BATCH ROASTER A machine that roasts a given quantity or batch of coffee at a time.
BLADE GRINDER A device that uses a propellor-like blade to grind coffee.
BLAND The weak flavor often found in low-grown robusta coffees. Also caused by under-extraction
when too little coffee or too coarse a grind is used.
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BLEND A mixture of two or more single-origin coffees.
BODY The perceived thickness, richness, or viscosity of brewed coffee. A full-bodied coffee is one with a heavy
mouthfeel.
BOURBON An heirloom botanical variety of Coffea arabica, it was discovered on the island of Bourbon, now
Réunion, and produces relatively low yields but is prized for its quality.
BRINY The salty sensation caused by excessive heat when coffee has been left on the warming element too long
after brewing, e.g., truck-stop coffee.
BURR GRINDER Coffee grinder with two adjustable shredding discs or burrs, preferred over the blade grinder for
its precision.
CAFÉ AU LAIT Coffee drink combining one-third drip-brewed coffee with two-thirds hot, frothed milk.
CAFFEINE An odorless, bitter compound responsible for coffee’s stimulating effects.
CAPPUCCINO An espresso drink created with one serving of espresso topped with steamed milk and froth.
CHAFF Flakes of the innermost skin (silverskin) of the coffee fruit clings to green coffee after processing and
loosens during roasting.
CHEMEX The classic hourglass-shaped filter coffee brewer. Chemex filters are denser than other paper filters,
and many believe that this creates a sweeter, well-balanced cup of coffee.
CHERRY The fruit of the coffee tree. Each cherry contains two coffee beans or one “peaberry.”
CLEAN A term used to describe coffee with no discernible defects in its flavor.
CLEVER COFFEE DRIPPER A filter cone with a stopper allows coffee to steep before dripping to extract more
flavor.
CLOVER BREWER A high-tech, high-end, single-cup brewing machine.
COLD-WATER METHOD Coffee grounds are steeped in cold water for ten to twenty hours, then strained to
create a concentrate for iced coffee.
COMPLEXITY A term describing coffees whose flavors layer pleasurably, giving the impression of depth and
resonance.
CORTADO Spanish term for an espresso topped with a small amount of flat steamed milk.
CREMA Thick, caramel-colored foam that covers the surface of an espresso.
CUPPING A process used by professionals to sample and evaluate coffees. Ground coffee is placed into cups,
water is poured over the grounds, and the liquid is tasted.
DARK ROAST Coffee beans roasted to a medium-dark color and beyond; coffee oils appear
on the surface of the beans and varietal flavors are muted.
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DECAFFEINATED Coffee that has had at least 97% of its caffeine removed is classified as decaffeinated.
DEGASSING A natural process in which recently roasted coffee releases three times its volume as carbon dioxide
gas, protecting coffee from the staling effect of oxygen for several days.
DOPPIO A double espresso.
DOSER Spring-loaded device on specialized espresso grinders that dispenses single servings of ground coffee.
DRIP METHOD Brewing method that allows hot water to settle through a bed of ground coffee.
DRY (OR NATURAL) PROCESS Coffee processed by removing the husk or fruit after the coffee fruit has been
dried. When done carefully, dry-processed coffee can be fruity and complex.
EARTHINESS A taste characteristic found primarily in coffees from Sumatra and Sulawesi in which wet coffee
has come into contact with earth during drying.
ESPRESSO ROAST Term for coffee taken to a medium-dark roast where acidity diminishes and bittersweet flavors
emerge, also known as a Full-City or Viennese Roast.
ESPRESSO A brewing method in which hot water is forced under pressure through a compressed bed of finely
ground coffee; typically less than 2 ounces of espresso is produced.
EXTRACTION Using water that is “just off the boil” (195-205° F) to draw flavor from coffee grounds. Coffee can
be under extracted and taste weak or over extracted and taste bitter.
FAIR-TRADE COFFEE Coffee purchased from farmers at a “fair” price as defined by international agencies.
FILTER METHOD Any method in which water filters through a bed of ground coffee. It also describes drip method
brewers using a paper filter to separate grounds from brewed coffee.
FINISH The sensory experience of coffee just as it is swallowed.
FLAT WHITE Espresso topped with flat, steamed milk.
FLAVOR Flavor is what distinguishes the sensory experience of coffee once its acidity, body, and aroma have
been described.
FRENCH PRESS Also known as a press pot or plunger pot, coffee grounds are steeped with water. A strainer
plate is pushed down to separate the brewed coffee from the spent grounds.
FRENCH ROAST Beans become very dark brown in color with an oily surface; acidity and varietal qualities fade;
bittersweet notes dominate.
FULL-CITY ROAST Coffee taken to a medium-dark roast which produces some oil on the bean
surface; varietal qualities mellow, body and sweetness increase, acidity diminishes.
GREEN COFFEE Term used for unroasted coffee beans.
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GROUP The fixture protruding from the front of most espresso machines into which the portafilter and filter clamp.
HARD BEAN Coffee grown at altitudes of 4,000 to 4,500 feet. The higher altitudes and lower temperatures
produce a slower-maturing fruit and a harder, less porous bean.
HIGH-GROWN Arabica coffee grown at altitudes of 3,000 feet and beyond are generally superior in taste quality
to coffee grown down slope.
HULLING Removal of the coffee bean’s skin, called parchment, just prior to sorting.
ITALIAN ROAST Coffee is generally roasted dark brown in color and is rich and bittersweet in flavor, but the color
may range to nearly black and the flavor to nearly burned.
LATTE A serving of espresso combined with nearly three time as much steamed milk topped with froth.
MACCHIATO Espresso “stained” or topped off with a small quantity of hot, frothed milk.
MACHINE DRYING After coffee beans have been defruited, they are dried in machines with rotating drums or
cascading slides. The other option is to dry the beans on open patios.
MICRO LOT Coffee from a single farm or from a specific part of the coffee farm.
MOCHA Espresso combined with chocolate syrup and steamed milk.
MONSOONED COFFEE Dry-processed, single-origin coffee from India deliberately exposed to monsoon winds
in open warehouses with the aim to increase body and reduce acidity.
NEW CROP Coffee roasted soon after harvest - beans are at their freshest and brightest.
ORGANIC COFFEE Coffee that has been certified by a third-party agency as having been grown and processed
without the use of pesticides, herbicides, or similar chemicals.
PARCHMENT A thin skin that covers wet-processed coffee beans after the coffee cherries have been skinned,
the pulp removed, and the beans dried.
PATIO DRYING A traditional alternative to machine drying, patio drying exposes depulped coffee beans to the
sun’s heat by spreading and raking them in thin layers on open patios.
PEABERRY A small, round bean formed when only one seed, rather than the usual two, develops at the heart of
the coffee fruit.
PISTON MACHINE An espresso machine that uses a piston operated by a lever to force brewing water at high
pressure through a compacted bed of ground coffee.
PORTAFILTER In espresso brewing, a metal object with a plastic handle that holds the coffee filter and clamps
onto the group.
POUR-OVER COFFEE - drip coffee in which water is poured in a thin, steady, slow stream
over a filter cone filled with ground coffee. One cup of coffee requires three minutes to brew.
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PUCK Spent coffee from a portafilter or a Clover brewer.
PULL Espresso shots are “pulled.” The term is a holdover from the time that machines were only lever-operated.
One pull produces either a single or a double shot of espresso.
PULPING Process of removing the outermost skin of the coffee cherry or fruit.
PUMP MACHINE An espresso machine that uses a pump to force brewing water at high pressure through a
compacted bed of ground coffee.
QUAKERS Defective coffee beans that fail to roast properly, remaining pale-colored.
REDEYE A cup of brewed coffee with espresso.
RISTRETTO Espresso pulled short, containing less water, for a more concentrated drink.
ROAST - green beans are heated to create complex flavors that are extracted during brewing.
ROBUSTA A low-growing, high-yield coffee tree, producing full-bodied but bland coffee of inferior quality and
higher caffeine than Arabica. Used in cheap blends and instant coffee.
SEASONAL COFFEE Coffee beans ripen at different times of the year in different regions and are available from
specialty coffee roasters and in coffeehouses for limited times.
SHADE GROWN - “Bird Friendly,” coffee is grown under the shade canopy of native trees which reduces the
need for pesticide since birds act as natural insect control agents.
SHOT A single serving of espresso, generally 1 to no more than 2 ounces.
SILVERSKIN The thin, innermost skin of the coffee fruit which clings to dried coffee beans until it is either polished
or floats free during roasting, becoming what is known as chaff.
SINGLE-ORIGIN COFFEE Unblended coffee from a single country, region, and crop.
SIPHON POT Also known as a Vacuum Pot, this brewer steeps coffee grounds in an upper globe and draws
brewed coffee into a lower globe by way of a partial vacuum.
SORTING After beans are dried, they are hulled and sorted at a mill. The best coffees are sorted by: size for even
roasting, density (the denser the more flavorful), and defects.
SPECIALTY COFFEE ASSOC. OF AMERICA (SCAA) An important and influential association of specialty coffee
roasters, wholesalers, retailers, importers, and growers.
SPECIALTY COFFEE Specialty coffee is distinguished by the quality of its raw material and represents 10% of all
coffee grown worldwide. - only 1-2 percent qualify as superlative.
STRICTLY HARD BEAN The highest grade designation based on growing altitude in some Central
American countries.
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TAMPER In espresso brewing, the small, pestle-like device with a round, flat end used to distribute and compress
ground coffee inside the filter basket.
TERROIR (tare – wahr) From the French word “terre,” meaning land, it denotes the influence of geography,
geology, and climate on a coffee’s unique taste qualities.
TRIFECTA A high-tech, single-cup coffee brewer recently introduced on the market.
TYPICA A botanical variety of Coffea arabia, var. typica is one of the oldest and most traditional coffee varieties.
Some of the best Latin American coffees are from typica stock.
VARIETAL A term to describe a single predominant botanical variety of coffee tree, such as var. bourbon or var.
typica. Often incorrectly used in the coffee world as denoting origin.
VARIETAL CHARACTER -A tasting or cupping term to describe positive characteristics that distinguish one coffee
from those grown in other regions, - a “taste of the place” in the cup.
VIENNESE ROAST Also known as a Full-City or Espresso Roast.
WET-PROCESSED/ WASHED COFFEE This process removes the skin and pulp from the bean while the coffee
fruit is still fresh. Most of the world’s coffees are processed in this manner.

SOME FAMOUS COFFEEHOUSES IN THE WORLD1. Ki Cafe, Japan; 2. Alice in a Labyrinth, Japan; 3. Hedgehog Cafe HARRY, Japan, 4. Café Mollien, France;
5. The Budapest Café, China; 6. Bar Luce, Italy; 7. Patent Coffee, United States; 8. Origo, Romania;
9. 28 Café, Portugal; 10. FIII Fun House, Argentina; 11. The End Brooklyn, United States; 12. Harry’s, Italy;
13. Dreamy Camera Café, South Korea; 14. Caffera Photo + Café, Philippines; 15. Bar Topolski, England;
16. Caffè Gambrinus, Italy; 17. Café Centrale, Hungary; 18. Café Gerbeaud, Hungary;
19. Snakes and Lattes, Canada; 20. Confeitaria Colombo, Brazil; 21. The Coffee Collective, Denmark;
22. Rosetta Roastery, South Africa; 23. HR Giger Museum, Switzerland;
24. The Coffee Academics, Hong Kong; 25. Café Chat L’Heureux, Canada; 26. Café A Brasileira, Portugal;
27. Majestic Café, Portugal; 28. Hammock, Malaysia
Café Coffee Day (CCD) is an Indian café chain. It is a subsidiary of Coffee Day Enterprises Limited. Coffee Day
serves 160 crore (1.6 billion) cups of coffee annually in six countries. Internationally, CCDs are present
in Austria, Czech Republic, Malaysia, Nepal and Egypt. V. G. Siddhartha started the café chain in 1996 when he
incorporated Coffee Day Global, which is the parent of the Coffee Day chain. The first CCD outlet was set up on
July 11, 1996, at Brigade Road, Bangalore, Karnataka. It rapidly expanded to other cities in India, with more
than 1,000 cafés open across the nation by 2011. On 29 July 2019, Siddhartha went missing, and his body was
found in the Nethravathi river backwaters two days later. A letter, assumed to be written by Siddhartha addressing
the board of directors and staff, was made public in which he takes responsibility for not creating a
profitable business model.
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POETRY
❋

"Poetry is not an expression of the party line. It’s that time of night, lying in bed, thinking what you really think,
making the private world public, that’s what the poet does.” — Allen Ginsberg, from Ginsberg, A Biography.

❋

Poetry (Greek poiesis, “making”) is a form of literature that uses aesthetic and often rhythmic qualities
of language—such as phonaesthetics, sound symbolism, and metre—to evoke meanings in addition to, or in
place of, the prosaic ostensible meaning.

❋

Poetry has a long history – dating back to prehistoric times with hunting poetry in Africa, and to panegyric and
elegiac court poetry of the empires of the Nile, Niger, and Volta River valleys. Some of the earliest written poetry
in Africa occurs among the Pyramid Texts written during the 25th century BCE. The earliest surviving Western
Asian epic poetry, the Epic of Gilgamesh, was written in Sumerian.

❋

Early poems in the Eurasian continent evolved from folk songs such as the Chinese Shijing; or from a need to
retell oral epics, as with the Sanskrit Vedas, the Zoroastrian Gathas, and the Homeric epics, the Iliad and
the Odyssey. Ancient Greek attempts to define poetry, such as Aristotle’s Poetics, focused on the uses
of speech in rhetoric, drama, song, and comedy. Later attempts concentrated on features such as repetition, verse
form, and rhyme, and emphasized the aesthetics which distinguish poetry from more objectivelyinformative prosaic writing.

❋

Poetry uses forms and conventions to suggest differential interpretations of words, or to evoke emotive responses.
Devices such as assonance, alliteration, onomatopoeia, and rhythm may convey musical or incantatory effects.
The use of ambiguity, symbolism, irony, and other stylistic elements of poetic diction often leaves a poem open
to multiple interpretations. Similarly, figures of speech such as metaphor, simile, and metonymy establish a
resonance between otherwise disparate images—a layering of meanings, forming connections previously not
perceived. Kindred forms of resonance may exist, between individual verses, in their patterns of rhyme or rhythm.

❋

“Poetry lifts the veil from the hidden beauty of the world, and makes familiar objects be as if they were not
familiar.” — Percy Bysshe Shelley, from A Defence of Poetry and Other Essays.

❋

“To be a poet is a condition, not a profession.” — Robert Graves, in response to a questionnaire in Horizon, 1946.
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POETRY FORMS (Popular)- (Gary R. Hess.)
1.

ABC- A poem that has five lines and creates a mood, picture, or feeling. Lines 1 through 4 are made up of words,
phrases or clauses while the first word of each line is in alphabetical order. Line 5 is one sentence long and
begins with any letter.

2.

Acrostic- Poetry that certain letters, usually the first in each line form a word or message when read in a sequence.

3.

Anagrammatic poetry is poetry with the constrained form that either each line or each verse is an anagram of
all other lines or verses in the poem.

4.

Ballad- A poem that tells a story similar to a folk tale or legend which often has a repeated refrain. BalladePoetry which has three stanzas of seven, eight or ten lines and a shorter final stanza of four or five. All stanzas
end with the same one line refrain.

5.

Blank verse- A poem written in unrhymed iambic pentameter and is often unobtrusive. The iambic pentameter
form often resembles the rhythms of speech.

6.

Bio- A poem written about one self’s life, personality traits, and ambitions.

7.

Burlesque- Poetry that treats a serious subject as humor.

8.

Carpe diem- Latin expression that means ‘seize the day.’ Carpe diem poems have a theme of living for today.

9.

Cinquain- Poetry with five lines. Line 1 has one word (the title). Line 2 has two words that describe the title. Line
3 has three words that tell the action. Line 4 has four words that express the feeling, and line 5 has one word
which recalls the title.

10. Classicism- Poetry which holds the principles and ideals of beauty that are characteristic of Greek and Roman
art, architecture, and literature.
11. Clerihew- is a whimsical, four-line biographical poem invented by Edmund Clerihew Bentley. The first line is the
name of the poem’s subject, usually a famous person put in an absurd light, or revealing something unknown or
spurious about them. The rhyme scheme is AABB, and the rhymes are often forced.
12. Concrete- Also known as “size poetry”. Concrete poetry uses typographical arrangements to display an element of
the poem. This can either be through re-arrangement of letters of a word or by arranging the words as a shape.
13. Couplet- This type of poem is two lines which may be rhymed or unrhymed.
14. Curtal sonnet is a form invented by Gerard Manley Hopkins, and used in three of his poems. It is an eleven-line
(or, more accurately, ten-and-a-half-line) sonnet, but rather than the first eleven lines of a standard sonnet it
consists of precisely ¾ of the structure of a Petrarchan sonnet shrunk proportionally. The octave of a sonnet
becomes a sestet and the sestet a quatrain plus an additional “tail piece”.
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15. Diamante poem, or diamond poem, is a style of poetry that is made up of seven lines. The text forms the shape
of a diamond (Ê%). The form was developed by Iris Tiedt in A New Poetry Form: The Diamante (1969)
16. Dramatic monologue- A type of poem which is spoken to a listener. The speaker addresses a specific topic while
the listener unwittingly reveals details about him/herself
17. Ekphrasis, or ecphrasis, comes from the Greek for the description of a work of art produced as a rhetorical
exercise, often used in the adjectival form ekphrastic.
18. Elegy- A sad and thoughtful poem about the death of an individual.
19. Epic- An extensive, serious poem that tells the story about a heroic figure.
20. Epigram- A very short, ironic and witty poem usually written as a brief couplet or quatrain. The term is derived
from the Greek epigramma meaning inscription.
21. Epitaph- A commemorative inscription on a tomb or mortuary monument written to praise the deceased.
22. Epithalamium (Epithalamion)- A poem written in honor of the bride and groom.
23. Free verse (vers libre)- Poetry written in either rhyme or unrhymed lines that have no set fixed metrical pattern.
24. Found- Poetry created by taking words, phrases, and passages from other sources and re-framing them by
adding spaces, lines, or by altering the text with additions or subtractions.
25. Ghazal- A short lyrical poem that arose in Urdu. It is between 5 and 15 couplets long. Each couplet contains its
own poetic thought but is linked in rhyme that is established in the first couplet and continued in the second line
of each pair. The lines of each couplet are equal in length. Themes are usually connected to love and romance.
The closing signature often includes the poet’s name or allusion to it.
26. Haiku- A Japanese poem composed of three unrhymed lines of five, seven, and five more, usually containing a
season word.
27. Horatian ode- Short lyric poem written in two or four-line stanzas, each with its the same metrical pattern,
often addressed to a friend and deal with friendship, love and the practice of poetry. It is named after its creator,
Horace.
28. Iambic pentameter- One short syllable followed by one long one five sets in a row. Example: la-LAH la-LAH laLAH la-LAH la-LAH. Used extensively in sonnets.
29. Idyll (Idyl)- Poetry that either depicts a peaceful, idealized country scene or a long poem telling a story about
heroes of a bye gone age.
30. Irregular (Pseudo-Pindaric or Cowleyan) ode- Neither the three part form of the pindaric ode nor the two or
four-line stanza of the Horatian ode. It is characterized by irregularity of verse and structure and lack
of correspondence between the parts.
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31. Italian sonnet- A sonnet consisting of an octave with the rhyme pattern abbaabba followed by six lines with a
rhyme pattern of cdecde or cdcdcd
32.

List- A poem that is made up of a list of items or events. It can be any length and rhymed or unrhymed

33. Limerick- A short sometimes vulgar, humorous poem consisting of five anapestic lines. Lines 1, 2, and 5 have
seven to ten syllables, rhyme and have the same verbal rhythm. The 3rd and 4th lines have five to seven syllables,
rhyme and have the same rhythm.
34. Lyric- A poem that expresses the thoughts and feelings of the poet. Many songs are written using this type
of writing.
35. Memoriam stanza- A quatrain in iambic tetrameter with a rhyme scheme of abba — named after the pattern
used by Lord Tennyson.
36. Ode- A lengthy lyric poem typically of a serious or meditative nature and having an elevated style and formal
stanza structure.
37. palindrome is a word, number, phrase, or other sequence of characters which reads the same backward as
forward, such as madam, racecar. There are also numeric palindromes, including date/time stamps using short
digits 11/11/11 11:11 and long digits 02/02/2020. Sentence-length palindromes ignore capitalization, punctuation,
and word boundaries.
38.

pantoum - is a poetic form derived from the pantun, a Malay verse form: specifically from the pantun berkait,
a series of interwoven quatrains.. similar to a villanelle in that there are repeating lines throughout the poem.
It is composed of a series of quatrains; the second and fourth lines of each stanza are repeated as the first and
third lines of the next stanza.

39. Pastoral- A poem that depicts rural life in a peaceful, romanticized way.
40. Petrarchan- A 14-line sonnet consisting of an octave rhyming abbaabba followed by a sestet of cddcee or cdecde
41. Pindaric ode- A ceremonious poem consisting of a strophe (two or more lines repeated as a unit) followed by a
an antistrophe with the same metrical pattern and concluding with a summary line (an epode) in a different
meter. Named after Pindar, a Greek professional lyrist of the 5th century B.C.
42. Quatrain- A stanza or poem consisting of four lines. Lines 2 and 4 must rhyme while having a similar number of
syllables.
43. Rhyme- A rhyming poem has the repetition of the same or similar sounds of two or more words, often at the
end of the line.
44. Rhyme royal- A type of poetry consisting of stanzas having seven lines in iambic pentameter.
45.

Romanticism- A poem about nature and love while having emphasis on the personal
experience.
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46. Rondeaux- A lyrical poem of French origin having 10 or 13 lines with two rhymes and with the opening phrase
repeated twice as the refrain.
47. Rondel- is a verse form originating in French lyrical poetry of the 14th century. It was later used in the verse of
other languages as well, such as English and Romanian. It is a variation of the rondeau consisting of
two quatrains followed by a quintet (13 lines total) or a sestet (14 lines total).
48. Sestina- A poem consisting of six six-line stanzas and a three-line envoy. The end words of the first stanza are
repeated in varied order as end words in the other stanzas and also recur in the envoy.
49. Shadorma is a poetic form consisting of a six-line stanza (or sestet). The form is alleged to have originated in Spain.
Each stanza has a syllable count of three syllables in the first line, five syllables in the second line, three syllables
in the third and fourth lines, seven syllables in the fifth line, and five syllables in the sixth line (3/5/3/3/7/5) for a
total of 26 syllables. A poem may consist of one stanza, or an unlimited number of stanzas.
50. Shakespearean Sonnet- A 14-line sonnet consisting of three quatrains of abab cdcd efef followed by a couplet,
gg. Shakespearean sonnets generally use iambic pentameter.
51. Shape- Poetry written in the shape or form of an object. A type of concrete poetry.
52. Sijo - is a Korean traditional poetic form that emerged in the Goryeo period, flourished during the Joseon Dynasty,
and is still written today. Bucolic, metaphysical and cosmological themes are often explored. The three lines
average 14–16 syllables, for a total of 42–48: theme (3, 4,4,4); elaboration (3,4,4,4); counter-theme (3,5) and
completion (4,3).
53. Sound- Intended primarily for performance, sound poetry is sometimes referred to as “verse without words”.
Seen as the bridging between literary and musical composition in which the phonetics of human speech are
used to create a poem.
54. Tanka- A Japanese poem of five lines, the first and third composed of five syllables and the other seven.
55. Villanelle- A 19-line poem consisting of five tercets and a final quatrain on two rhymes. The first and third lines
of the first tercet repeat alternately as a refrain closing the succeeding stanzas and joined as the final couplet of
the quatrain.
56. Visual Poetry- The visual arrangement of text, images, and symbols to help convey the meaning of the work.
Visual poetry is sometimes referred to as a type of concrete poetry. Dr. Epitacio Tongohan (Dr. Penpen) has done
wonders in this genre.
Indian Sonnet- A lyrical poem that consists of 14 lines of any length, which usually have one or more conventional
rhyme schemes, convenient to tell a story or incident with message in the last two lines. Developed by Lanka
Siva Rama Prasad.
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Poetic devices (wiki)
Poetic devices are a form of literary device used in poetry. A poem is created out of poetic devices composite
of: structural, grammatical, rhythmic, metrical, verbal, and visual elements. They are essential tools that a poet uses to
create rhythm, enhance a poem’s meaning, or intensify a mood or feeling.
1. Alliteration– A string of three or four instances of the same consonant sound with no more than one intervening,
non-alliterative onset consonant sound. Alliteration is used as a mnemonic device to evoke feelings such as fear
and suspense in poetry.
2. Assonance– Repeated vowel sounds in words placed near each other, usually on the same or adjacent lines. These
vowel sounds are usually accented or stressed to give musical quality to the poem. By creating an internal rhyme,
this also enhances the pleasure of reading the poem.
3. Consonance– Repeated ‘consonant’ sounds at the ending of words near each other, usually on the same or adjacent
lines. These should be in sounds that are accented, or stressed, rather than in a vowel.
4. Cacophony– A discordant series of harsh, unpleasant sounds to convey disorder. This is often enhanced by the
combined effect of complex meanings and pronunciation.
5. Euphony– A series of musically pleasant sounds that give the poem a melodious quality, conveying a sense of
harmony to the reader.
6. Onomatopoeia– It is used in poetry to create aural effects that mimic the visual image described. A combination of
words may be used to create an onomatopoetic effect.

Rhythm
Poetic rhythm is the flow of words within each meter and stanza to produce a rhythmic effect while emphasizing
specific parts of the poem.
1. Repetition– Repetition often uses word associations to express ideas and emotions in an indirect manner, putting
emphasis on a point, confirming an idea, or describing a notion.
2. Rhyme– Rhyme utilizes repeating patterns to bring out rhythm or musicality in poems. It is a repetition of similar
sounds occurring in lines in a poem which gives the poem a symmetric quality.
3. Caesura– A metrical pause or break in a verse where one phrase ends and another phrase begins.

Meaning
1.
2.

Allusion– A brief reference to a person, character, historical event, work of art, and Biblical or mythological situation.
Analogy– Drawing a comparison or inference between two situations to convey the poet’s message more effectively.
3. Metaphor– Metaphors are used in poetry to explain and elucidate emotions, feelings, relationships,
and other elements that are better described using evocative language. Poets also use metaphor as a
way of explaining or referring to something in a brief but effective way.
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4.

Symbol– An object, event, animal, or person to which we have attached meaning and significance.

5.

Symbolism– Symbolism in poetry is using an object or action that suggests something beyond its literal meaning.

6.

Hyperbole– An outrageous exaggeration used for effect.

7.

Irony– A contradictory statement or situation used to expose a reality contrary to what appears to be true.

8.

Imagery– Not simply a visual representation, in poetry it sustains or comprises figures of speech .

9.

Oxymoron– A combination of two words that appear to contradict each other.

10. Paradox– A statement in which a contradiction may reveal an unexpected truth.
11. Personification– Attributing human characteristics to an inanimate object, animal, or abstract idea. Example: The
days crept by slowly, sorrowfully.
12. Pun– A play on word in which words with totally different meanings have similar or identical sounds.

Poetic form- is the physical structure of the poem: the length of lines, rhythm, as well as system of rhymes and
repetition. The poet’s ideas and emotions are reinforced through this structural embodiment.
1.

Fixed verse- A poem which follows a set pattern of meter, rhyme scheme, stanza form, and refrain.

2.

Ballad– A narrative poem written in a series of quatrains in which lines of iambic tetrameter alternating with
iambic trimeter. It typically adopts a xaxa, xbxb rhyme scheme with frequent use of repetition and refrain. Written
in a straight-forward manner with graphic simplicity and force, ballads are lyrical and convey a wide range of
subjects frequently associated with folklore or popular legends.

3.

Haiku– A Japanese form of poetry deeply influenced by Zen Buddhism. It consists of three non-rhymed lines of
five, seven, and five syllables. The elusive nature of its form lies more in its touch and tone rather than in its syllabic
structure. A haiku typically adopts a brief description of nature to convey implicit insights or essence of a moment.
It is also common for haikus to embody a direct or oblique reference to a season.

4.

Limerick– Popularized by Edward Lear in his Book of Nonsense published in 1846, a limerick is considered the only
fixed form of English origin. It is a light or humorous form of five chiefly anapestic verses with a rhyme scheme
of aabba. Modern limericks generally use the final line for clever witticisms and wordplay while its content often
tends toward the ribald and off-color.

5.

Lyric– Derived from the Greek word lyre, lyric poetry was originally designed to be sung. It is the most frequently
used modern form, including all poems in which the speaker’s ardent expression of emotion predominates. Ranging
from complex thoughts to simple wit, lyric poetry often evokes in the readers a recollection of similar emotional
experiences.

6.

Ode– Several stanzaic forms that are more complex than that of the lyric. It is embedded with intricate rhyme
schemes and an irregular number of lines of considerable length. Written with a rich and intense
expression, an ode is structured to deliver an elevated thought to praise a person or object. “Ode
to a Nightingale” is an example.
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7.

Rondeau– A fixed form used in light or witty verses. It consists of fifteen octo- or decasyllabic lines with three
stanzas and two rhymes applied throughout. A word or words from the initial segment of the first line are used as
a refrain to end the second and third stanza to create a rhyme scheme aabba aabR Gabbana.

8.

Villanelle– A poem consisting of two rhymes within five 3-line stanzas followed by a quatrain. The villanelle conveys
a pleasant impression of simple spontaneity, as in Edwin Arlington Robinson’s ‘The House on the Hill’.

9.

Sonnet– A fourteen-line poem in iambic pentameter with a prescribed rhyme scheme. Traditionally used to convey
the idea of love. Shakespeare’s sonnet sequence, for example, seeks to discover new ways of imagining love. In
Shakespeare’s sonnet 130, he describes the lady’s beauty skillfully and playfully such that every image of beauty it
sets up is immediately refused to mock conventional Renaissance ideas of female beauty.

Blank verse- Also known as “un-rhymed iambic pentameter”, blank verse is an unrhymed verse written in iambic
pentameter. In poetry, it has a consistent meter with 10 syllables per line (pentameter). Unstressed syllables are followed
by stressed syllables, five of which are stressed but do not rhyme.
1.

Trochee– A trochee is a two-syllable metrical pattern in poetry in which a stressed syllable is followed by an
unstressed syllable.

2.

Iamb– A two-syllable metrical pattern in poetry in which one unstressed syllable is followed by a stressed syllable.

3.

Anapaest– A three-syllable metrical pattern in poetry in which two unstressed syllables are followed by a stressed syllable.

4.

Dactyl– A three-syllable metrical pattern in poetry in which a stressed syllable is followed by two unstressed syllables.

5.

Spondee– A beat in a poetic line that consists of two accented syllables. It is a poetic form that is less common
than other metrical feet. It is rare to find poems written in spondee alone as poets use often use it in combination
with other metrical feet.

Free verse- A poetic form free from limitations of regular metric rhythm and fixed rhyme schemes. The lack of
regularity and conventional rhyme schemes allows the poet to shape the poem freely. Such irregularity and lack of
refrain also evoke a sense of artistic expression.

Punctuations as poetic devices
Punctuation is an object of interpretation in poetry; it is semantic. In poetry, they act as non-verbal tools of poetic
expression. A form of artistic choice, the poet’s choice of punctuation is central to our understanding of poetic meaning
because of its ability to influence prosody. The unorthodox use of punctuation increases the expressive complexity of
poems, or may be used to align poetic meters. Unconventional use of punctuation is also employed to stress the meaning
of words differently, or for dramatic effect. End-stopping is when a punctuation—of any kind—at the end of a line is
accompanied by a strong pause. The occasional end-stopped line may evoke a sense of finale or formality while many
end-stops in a row may be used to evoke a jerky cadence. On the contrary, a lack of punctuation allows the
reader to interpret the sequence of words in various ways. A lack of punctuation may allow the poem to
be interpreted as a “stream of consciousness” such as Maya Angelou’s I know why the caged bird
sings.
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1.

Question marks– In poetry, they are used to reflect a contemplative pause.

2.

Exclamation marks– Indicates surprise, joy, and other strong emotions the poet is trying to emphasize or convey.

3.

Ellipses– Leaving out part of a sentence or an event by substituting it with ellipses is a stylistic element. It represents
an omission of words which helps in advancing the story.

4.

Parentheses– It is technically used to separate and subordinate segments of a prose sentence. In poetry, parentheses
draws attention to what is encased within them. In Cummings’ poem, ‘Somewhere i have never travelled, gladly beyond’,
parentheses are used to convey a sense of intimacy and contemplativeness: “… your slightest look easily will unclose
me though i have closed myself as fingers, you open always petal by petal myself as Spring opens (touching skilfully,
mysteriously) her first rose… (i do not know what it is about you that closes and opens; only something in me understands
the voice of your eyes is deeper than all roses) nobody, not even the rain, has such small hands”.

5.

Enjambment– A lack of punctuation. It creates run on lines where a thought, phrase, or clause in a line of poetry
does not come to an end break, but moves on to the following line. It may be employed to reinforce a central idea
by eradicating the use of semi-colons, periods, or commas which may distract the reader. Enjambment is also
employed to achieve a fast pace or rhythm.

Figures of speech- The aim is to use the language inventively to accentuate the effect of what is being said. A
few examples follow:
1.

“Around the rugged rocks the ragged rascal ran” is an example of alliteration, where the consonant r is used repeatedly.
a. Whereas, “Sister Suzy‘s sewing socks for soldiers” is a particular form of alliteration called sibilance, because
it repeats the letter s.

2.

“She would run up the stairs and then a new set of curtains” is a variety of zeugma called a syllepsis. Run up refers
to ascending and also to manufacturing. The effect is enhanced by the momentary suggestion, through a pun, that
she might be climbing up the curtains. The ellipsis or omission of the second use of the verb makes the reader
think harder about what is being said.

3.

“Painful pride” is an oxymoron where two contradictory ideas are placed in the same sentence.

4.

“An Einstein” is an example of synecdoche, as it uses a particular name to represent a class of people: geniuses.

5.

“I had butterflies in my stomach” is a metaphor, referring to a nervous feeling as if there were flying insects in
one’s stomach.
a. To say “it was like having some butterflies in my stomach” would be a simile, because it uses the word like which
is missing in the metaphor.
b. To say “It was like having a butterfly farm in my stomach”, “It felt like a butterfly farm in my stomach”, or “I was
so nervous that I had a butterfly farm in my stomach” could be a hyperbole, because it is exaggerated.

6.

“That filthy place was really dirty” is an example of tautology, as there are the two words (‘filthy’ and
‘dirty’) having almost the same meaning and are repeated so as to make the text more emphatic.
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